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EDITOR'S PREFACE,

The title which, the Hindus apply to their atheistic* theory,

*
"Cependantjiln'estgueresupposable que Colebrooke se soit trompe

en disant que Kapila me Pidee de Dieu. II n'a fait que reproduire les

accusations directes que Flnde elle-me"me a portees centre lui; et, comme

ces accusations incontestables ne sont pas justices plemement par les slokas

de la K&rika, il reste que ce soient les Soutras qui les justifient. Dans

aucun de ceux que nous avoids traduits, cette deplorable doctrine ne s'est

montree positiveuient
& de'eoizvert , mais je crois pouvoir affirmer, des a pre-

sent, qu'elle
est en effet dans quelques autres, comme Taffirment les com-

mentateurs mdiens et Colebrooke." M. Barthelemy Samt-Hilaire : Pre-

mier Memoire sur le Sankhya, pp 2/1, 272.

Again, of Colebrooke as entertaining the view that Kapila is atheistic :

e
II 1'avait empruntee lui-me'me aux commentateurs mdiens/

5

Id., ibid., p. 5.

Tins is scarcely exact. Colebrooke, the last of men to condescend, as a

general thing, to statements in train, does much more than
f

simply re-

produce" the charge of atheism against Kapila,
"
borrowing it from Indian

commentators.
5 ' He refers, by numbers, to several of Kapila' s own aphorisms,

as being implicitly atheistic; and he translates one of them I., 92 by the

words "there is no proof of God's existence." Miscell Essays, Vol. I., pp.

251, 252, See, further, I, 92-99; IIL, 56-57; V., 2-12, and 46; VI.,

64, of Kapila's Aphorisms*

A very cursory glance at Indian commentators, at least on the Sfinknya,

would have evinced to M, Saint-Hilaire, that they are, mostly, as delicate

as he is himself, in respect of charging Kapila with the denial of God.

In the Pathna-purdna, latter section, Pdsha$$otpatfo chapter, Jaimmi and

Kapila are called sages of the t4ma$a order, and then' writings arc teimed

mris'wara,



is that of Kapila's Sdnkhya ;* this epithet being variously under-

stood^ in accordance with the several acceptations of its imme-

diate primitive., sankhyd. In the Mahdbhdrata, sdnkhya is allied

to parisarikJiyana and parisankhyd,
' exhaustive emimeration/f

The author of the Shad-dars'ana-samuchchaya, a Jaina compendium, cor-

responding to Madhava A'charya's Sarva~darsf

ana-sangraha3 says, in the tone

of one who retails a familiar fact :

"faff
*

Sdnkhya, is the denomination common to Kapila's system and to Patan-

j all's.

M. Saint-Hilaire, in the opening words of his Analysis of the Sankhya,

confounds the paronymes sankhyd and sdnkhya :
" Le mot de Sankhya, qui

est devenu le nom du systeme de Kapila, sigmfie nombre,, et, pris adjective-

ment, numSral. II sigmfie encore, dans une acception assez voisine : calcul,

supputation, jugement, raisonnement." Premier Memoire sur le Sankhya,

p. 19.

Dr. Roer also says :

" The term Sdnkhya has two meanings, enumeration

and investigation." Lecture on the Sankhya Philosophy, p. 8.

The word Sdnkhya, as affording a variety of significations, is made the

subject of a laborious pun, m the initial couplet of Bhaskara A'charya's

gajiita.

t ^TOj^hjiW ^^nftT trfttj *j^i i *! ^"5crn^ i xn., 11393.

Also: ^T^^"^ri^R^fr
? ^ fir ^

^ f ^ II

Ibid,, XU., 11409-10.

One of my MSS. reads, m the first of these two passages, parisankhyd*

nidars'anam; and, m the second, parisankhydna-*darsanam. The same MS,
has sankhyam prakurute in place of sdrikhydh prakurvate. Vijnana Bhikshu,
at p. 8, has sankhyam prakurvate, and tena sdrikhydh praUrtitdh instead of

pansankhydya tattwatah* But, be the best readings, among these, as they

may, it is abundantly plain, from the context, that Vijn^na errs in supposing
that any allusion is here made to sankhyd, or any cognate word, m the sense

of
"
ratiocination" or the like. Colebrooke, who neglected to pursue the

scholiast's citation to the fountain-head, took it, on trust, as correct, and

^

renders sankhyd by "judgment." Miscell. Essays, Vol, L, p. 22.9,



Sarikhyd, as the proximate source of sdrikhya, denotes, gteeauly

to a contemporary speculator of some local celebrity,
f enun-

Nilakantha Chaturdhara, m his commentary on the MahdbMrata, the

Bhdrata-bhdva-d'i/pa, ineffectually labours, with the aid of arbitrary con-

structions, to gloss away the palpable import of the passages given,
above.

In short, his predilections as a Vedanti reduce his exegetical merit, wherever

the system of Kapila is under discussion, to that of perverse ingenuity.

In citing the Mahdbhdrata, or in referring to it, I follow, for convenience,

the notation, right or wrong, of the printed edition. But I everywhere

verify, or correct, the text of this edition by three very good MSS. wlncli

I have consulted.

Colebrooke says :
"A system of philosophy in which precision of reckon-

ing is observed in the enumeration of its principles, is denominated Sdnkhya s

a term which has been understood to signify numeral, agreeably to the usual

acceptation of sankhyd, number : and hence its analogy to the Pythagorean

philosophy has been piesumed. But the name may be taken to imply/' &c.

Miscell. Essays, Vol. L, p. 229.

Adverting to these words, M. Samt-Hilaire observes
" Colebrooke s'eat

laisse tromper par 1'apparence et par une fausse analogic, en pronon9&nt le

nom de Pythagore a cote de celui de Kapila." Premier Memoire sur le

Sankhya, p. 19.

Again, ibid., p. 20 ;
"
Si Colebrooke a eu tort de rapprocher le noni de

Pythagore de celui du philosophe mdien," &c.

But Colebrooke, as is quite obvious from his guarded and adversative mode

of expression, delivers, in the preceding extract, neither his own opinions nor

even opinions which, pending the adduction of further evidence, he would be

thought to accept. Professor Wilson Sdnkhya-k&rikd, Preface, p. xi.

cites, it is true, the words " and hence its analogy to the Pythagorean philo-

sophy has been presumed," and without comment as to the paternity of

the surmise. It may have escaped him that he had formerly written :
u The

first Indian School, the leading tenets of which are described by Mr. Cole-

brooke, is the Sdnkhya, a term which has been understood to signify *???*-

meralS and which, therefore, perhaps suggested to Sir William Jones, his

comparison of it to the Pythagorean doctrine." Quarterly Oriental Magazine,

Vol. IV., pp. 11, 12 : September, 1825.

Colebrooke alludes, without doubt, to the following passage :
" On the

present occasion, it will be sufficient to say that the oldest head of a sect

whose entire work is preserved, wasaccording to some authors Kapila ;

not p] the divine personage, a reputed grandson [
?
] of Brahma* to whom *

B 2



elation pursuant to a stated order.
3* Another writer holds that

it bears the import of
c
consideration/f Elsewhere, it is explain-

ed by 'right knowledge ;

3

J and the author of the commentary
in the following pages;

defines it by
f

representation of the real

nature of spirit, on the basis of an accurate discriminative ac-

quaintance with it, as contrasted with nature.' Consonantly to

Krishna compares himself in the Gita, but a sage of his name, who invented

the SdnJcJiya, or Numeral, philosophy ; which Krishna himself appears to im-

pugn., in his conversation with Arjuna ; and which, as far as I can recollect it

from a few original texts, resembled, m part, the metaphysics of Pythagoras,

and, in part, the theology of Zeno." Sn1 William Jones's "Works, Vol. I.,

pp. 163, 164: 4to ed of 1799.

Sir William, at an earlier period, had pushed his hypothetical analogies

much further than this.
" Of the Philosophical Schools it will be sufficient,

liere, to remark that the first Nydya seems analogous to the Peripatetic j

the second, sometimes called Vais'eshika, to the Ionic ; the two Mimdnsds
9

of which the second is often distinguished by the name of Veddnla, to the

"Platonic j the tirst Sdrikhya, to the Italic , and the second, or Pdtanjala, to

the Stoic, philosophy , so that Gautama [Gotama] corresponds with Aristotle ;

Kanada, with Thales ; Jairmni, with Socrates ; Vyasa, with Plato ; Kapila,

with Pythagoras ; and Patanjali, with Zeno. But an accurate comparison

"between the Grecian and Indian Schools would require a considerable

volume." Ibid., Vol. I,, pp. 360, 361.

* win. *T^srP*nyw i TORE. snnjihf wrf IT f wt
5fW*T ftr^TTCHn I *KT HTflft oS rf fT IfT

C\ ^

Deva Tirtha Swami : Sdnkhya-taranga, ad mit.

f

1 Raghunatha Tarkavagis'a Bhattacharya ;

** \t

khya-tattwa-vildsa,
ad imt.

J H! TfTBisrarr^Wr^TSTfr
1

WT^ 1 SVrdhara

i; Subodhini, on II., 39, of the Bhagavad-gftd.

Surya Pandit, the astronomer, annotating, m his Paramdrtha-prapd, the

same passage of the Gitd, almost copies S'lidhara: ^ T

The original will be found near the top of p. 8. As for the italics

noticeable m the text, I would remark, once for all, that I use them to dis-

tinouish ellipses.
Sanskrit vocables, also, when transliterated, I give, as a

rule, in the same style of type.



some sacred text, as cited, with approval, by S'ankara A'ch&ya,*
sdnkhya imports

c
ascertainmeut of the truth concerning pure

soul/ S'ankara, again, and in like manner taking no account

of the etymology of the word, interprets it, on his own authority,

by 'the conception that the qualities of purity, passion, and

darkness, are perceptible by me,- and that I, being distinct from

them, am the spectator of their operations, eternal, hetero-

geneous from the qualities, soul/t

* In his commentary on the Vishnu-sahasra-ndma from the Mahdbharata,

XIIL, 7006 The definition to which S'ankara accedes, may be from some

Purana. It is not to be found in the legal institutes of Vyasa, where I had

hoped to meet with it. The passage in which this definition occurs, together

with the verse winch the passage explains, here follow :

T-

f^T f^T^fl^ I GttiLbMshya, XIIL, 12.

The repugnance of the Vedantis to the Sankhya can easily be illustrated.

The word s&nkliya, substantive or adjective, occurs, in the Bhagavad-gftd, m
five several passages : II., 39; III, 3; V., 4, 5 5 XIIL, 24 ; XVIIL, 13.

In three of these passages, the first, and the last two, the theory of Kapila

is clearly intended. Yet the commentators, who hold, with few exceptions-,

to the Vcdunta, are most averse, in the majority of these cases, from owning

that even the existence of atheism is recognised by the poem. In the three

instances above mentioned, they, accordingly, explain sdnkhya by dtman,

dtma-tattwa, bhakli-s'dstra, 'Brahma, para-pumdn ; sankhyd being defined,

respectively, by taktwa-jndna, adhydtma-s'astra, bhakti, ujpanishad, upanishad.

As renderings of the first, we also find dhydnm,jndna,paramdtma-vastu-viveka9

paramdriha-vasttt-vivekay veddnta, and yathdvasthita-vishayaya, buddhyd'nu-

aanhtta-nirnayah
e a conclusion induced on the cognition of a reality/



But, whatever may have been the sense originally intended,

and perhaps now lost, of the term in question, it is not impro-

hable that it carried a reference, more or less obscure, to the

radical independence of scriptural authority, which may be

affirmed of Kapila. In the comprehensive spirit of all Hin-

duism, it is true that he has frequent recourse to Vaidika

vouchers* for subordinate articles of belief, let, in spite of

this semblance of catholicity, it is obvious that the essentials

of his system must be justified, if justified at all, rather by an

appeal to reason than to revelation. The Sankhya, indeed, with

all its folly and fanaticism, may, for a Hindu school of doctrine,

Where Kapila's tenets are, m all likelihood, not alluded to, sdnkhya is said

to mean bhagavat and sannydsaj sankhyd corresponding to Mrtandtmika

bhaktih and samyag dtma-mati. Additional synonymes of the former, simi-

larly employed, are bhakta, bhakti, jndna-mshtha, jnana-nishtha, jndnin,

mshpdpa-purusha, sannydsin, s'uddhdntaJikarana, and s'uddha-cJietas.

S'ankara A'clurya; Gitd-bhashya
-

Ramanuja A'charya; Gitd-bMshya
-

Siirya Pandit; Paramdrtha-prapa . S'ridhara Swiimi; SubodUmi Madhu-

siidana Saraswati; Bhagavad-gitd-gudMrtha-dipikd. Kalyuna Bliatta; Ra-

sika-ranjani. Jayarama Tarkavagis'a ; Bhagavad-gitd-sardrlha-sangralia

Sadunanda Vyasa; Bhagavad-yttd-bhdva-praJcds'a
-

Pais'dcha-bhashya, by
anon.: Kes'ava Bhatta; Gitd-tattwa-prakdsika Rumachandra Saraswati;

G'itd-tdtparya-s'uddhi.

Of these waters, Rumdnuja, Marlhusiidana, Sadananda, and the anonym-
ous author of the Pms'ticha-bMshya, refuse to hear of there being any allu-

sion, m the Gtifc, to the system of Kapila.

Adwaitananda, m his Brakma-vidytib/wrana, an e.\positonal work connected

with the Aphorisms of the VerKtnta, suggests that the wmlpanc/wmm'afi,
adduced from the sacred writings as demarking the number of the Sunkhyu
pi maples, may intend 20 x 5 instead of 20 4" 5. In disproof of tins

conceit, see one of the Sanskrit extracts at p. 2, supra ; and the Mahdbhd*

rala, XII., passim, but, particularly, chapters 307, 308, 30J).

* These citations from the Vedas can hardly be referred to a politic affecta-

tion of orthodoxy ; to the quieting, on easy terms, of the wiiHgivmgs of the

unwary. The Jamas, who go the length of openly denying the tlivuie origin

of the Vedas, and who repudiate their authority generally, yet admit it when
reconcilable with their own tenets. As. Res., Vol. XVII , p, 248,



be allowed a fair share of circumspection. In its dogmatism it

has restricted itself, for the most part, to the supersensuous, a

phrase too frequently convertible with the indeterminate. It

would; accordingly, often have been difficult to demonstrate that

it was not in the right ;
and it has signified nothing that it was

in the wrong : the Hindus never having been known to approve

themselves, ethically, any worse for their atheism than for their

theism. What is more, the scrupulous vagueness with which it

touches on the subject of matter, is, surely, something in its

favour. It may have gone widely astray in the cloud-land of

metaphysics ; but it offers few parallels to the puerile hylology

of the Nyaya. It may contravene the spiritual intuitions of

humanity ; but it has rarely called down the gods from Olympus,
to move the derision of modern science. Other praise of the

Sankhya than this, would, however, scarcely consist with the

exactions of just criticism. On the assumption that it has come

down to us legitimately elucidated, it is next to impossible, not-

withstanding its fantastic show of method, to trace, in it, a single

vestige of consistency. As apprehended in the present day,

correctly or incorrectly, it must, in short, be ranked, with every

other, even the most perspicuous, scheme of atheism, as little

better than a chaotic impertinence.*

* The notion that the existence of God is susceptible of dialectic demon-

stration* has been surrendered, in later times, by most Christian theologians

of any credit : it now being, more ordinarily, maintained that our conviction

of deity, on grounds apart from revelation, reposes solely on original

consciousness, antecedent to all proof. The idea of God must, indeed,

necessarily be postulated as the basis of all human speculation, See Hagen-
bach's History of Doctrines, passim.

Kant declares that the various objective arguments for the establishment

of theism, may be reduced to the teleological, the cosmological, and the

ontological. All these, I am told, have been urged, by the Hindus, in

combating the Bauddhas, the Mimansakas, and the Sankhyas. But further

investigation would be requisite before I could produce these arguments, as

employed by the Brahmans, with any approach to a complete exhibition.



Indistinct allusion seems to be made, by the author of the

Sankhya Aphorisms, to anterior* cultivators of the atheistic

philosophy, and, in so many words, to
' venerable preceptors'f

of the theory. Of the latter, SanandanaJ alone is specified by

name, and once only : but, equally with all the authorities less

distinctly commemorated in company with him, his writings, if

he ever wrote, have long been forgotten. Pancliaslkha, though,

like Sanandana, expressly mentioned, is yet denied his honour-

able designation. On. the first occasion where his opinion is

reported, it is noted with disapprobation ; and, in the sole

remaining instanced where it is brought forward, it is dismissed

No one of these arguments makes more directly against such atheism

ab that of the Sankhya, than the cosinological proof, 01% rather, para-

logism 5 it having been shown to be built on a logical fiction This

argument is admirably put by Diodorus of Tarsus, who lived m the fourth

century :

* *
i Sc Tt<5 ayevyTOV Aeyot avrwv TVJV rpOTr^v, TO TTOLVT

ttraye6* TpoTrr; yap TTCX$OS eortv dpxo/xeT/ov, KCCL OVK av rts el/Trot

avapftov' KCLL CTWTO/ZCOS ctTretv, TOJV crrot^etW /cat rcov !< avr&v <A>O>V T KOI

<T(oju,ar<oi/ >} TrdVcrocjkos Tpoiry, /cat TW (r^^aTO)!/ /cat ^pco^tarcay /cat r&v

t/XX<j)v 7roLOT^ro)V fj Trot/ctX^ Sta^opa, /xovov o^l c^tDV^i/ a<f>i'qcn3

'W TOV KOO"/AOF, fJL^T CLV aTrpOVQTjTOVy

etvat Trapacr^o/ACfoi^, cra^cus etSeVat /cat

ImcrracrBau Photn Bibhotheca, ed. Bekker., p. 209, b.

* * * * For change is an incident that has a beginning ; and one would

never speak of change as without a beginning. And, to be summary, the

all-wise Change of the elements, and of the thence arising animate beings
and bodies ; and the intricate diversity of forms, and colours, and other

properties ; all but give forth an articulate voice, telling us not to think of

the universe as unorigmated, or self-actuated, or, yet, without a Providence;
but to know of a truth, and to be unhesitatingly assured, that there is a God,
vho endowed them with both being and excellent being.

* III , 41. f A'chdryfa ; V,, 31. J YL, 69. V., 32.

j|
VI , 68. Vedanti Mahadeva, annotating V., 32, infers, simply from

the name of Pauchas/ikha being given m the singular number, that

Knpila purposes to mark him as a separatist. The singular must, then, be
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with an air of sufferance rather than of approval* Of Sanandana

nothing is known further than that he is classed among the

mind-engendered progeny of Brahma.* Panchas'ikha is usu-

ally described in the same enigmatical terms :f hut the Mahd-

bhdrata% also speaks of him as having had a human mother,

Kapila; and it assigns him to the line of ParaVara.

The Sankhya philosophy is, nevertheless, ascribed, by indi-

genous tradition, to Kapila, |j
the putative author of the atheistic

sentences, the Sdnkhya-stitra^ and Tatlwa-samdsa ; though the

taken to indicate, as compared with the plural, an inferior degree of respect.

But Sanandana, though dignified with the title of dchdrya, is yet spoken of,

by Kapila, in the singular number. Mahadeva's words are : if fts; ^<ij -

cf^f Trc*rrr^trf^f?r ^qRf?r I
It may, however, be doubted whether

the use, in Sanskrit, of the pluralis majestaticus be of any antiquity, not-

withstanding Sayana A'charya's opinion to the contrary. See Professor

Wilson's Translation of the Rig-veda, Vol. I., p. 20 1, foot-note.

* See note at p. 15, infra. f See the same note.

J XII., 7895. At XII., 7886, of the same work, it is said :

*TUTO* ft
*

*T^JT trt*f?* V TTfcf J
u TO WT ^^r fa nreftr f% *r ji

*
I can imagine that he whom the Sankhyas call Kapila, the ighty sage,

the patriarch, is, in person, under this form, exciting our admiration.'

Such is the unmistakable sense of the couplet ; and so thinks Nilakantha

Chaturdhara : ^ fw* I ^T ^T ft ^[ | cTfSrfi ^ TW ffTl^R^ I

Yet Professor Wilson understands the meaning to be, that Panchas'ikha is

here "named.... Kapila." Sdnlchya-Mnkd, p, 190. Dr. Weber repeats

this mistake : "als auch Kapila heisst." Indische Studien, Vol. I., p, 433.

Janaka, chieftain of Mithila, and disciple of Panchas'ikha, says :

fa r?faw^: ^ n XIL, 11875.

||
In only a single text that I know of, is the Sankhya imputed to 8'iva :

MaMbhdrata, XII., 10388. At the same place, the Yoga also is said to have

originated with this divinity.

^f Swapnes'wara, acquainted as he was with the aphorisms of Panchas'ikha,

attributes to him the Sdnkliya-stitra also. He accounts for its bearing the

title of K&pila, by the circumstance that Kapila initiated the Sankhya tradi-

tion as set forth in these aphorisms. By way of illustration* he adduces the

c
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accuracy of this assignment rests, it seems probable, on no better

evidence than the fact, that such treatises of atheism as existed

prior to those attributed to Kapila, being superseded by his own

more developed, or less incongruous, enunciations, were con-

signed, at an early period, to oblivion.

But it does not seem imperative to include, among these

ancient productions, the works of Panchas'ikha also.* Even

conceding that Panchas'ikha, conformably to the ordinary ac-

count of him, was a disciple of A'suri
;t who is, in turn, said to

have studied under Kapila jj yet the measure of a scholastic

notorious appropriation to Mann, of the code of laws set forth by Blirigu.

His meaning is, that Kapila only propounded the matter of the Sdnkhya-

stitra, whose present shape is due to Panchas'ikha, He may, then, be sup-

posed to set to the account of humility, the absence from Panchas'ikha's

name, m the Sankhya Aphorisms, of the honorific title of A'cJidrya.

Against this it might be argued, that a saint so lowly would be likely to

mention, at least a few times, the name of the leading rabbi of lus

school. Yet, on the contrary, be refrains from all mention of Kapila,

while he twice speaks of himself. But, in justice to Sivapnes'wara, it should

be added that he gives what is repeated above, as nothing but rumour. His

words are : xpBfa : ^ "PC T^f^ftw ! WlfTOfofir Sffafw TOT-

^TOTOTO asuin 3f%?n*rrfiGrer irawn[T i

vj j
* Colebrooke judges otherwise. Speaking of the Sdnkhya-sutra, he says :

"
It is, avowedly, not the earliest treatise on this branch of philosophy :

since it contains references to former authorities, for particulars which are

but briefly hinted in the sutras; audit quotes some by name, and, among
them, Panchas'ikha, the disciple of the reputed author's pupil : an anachron-

ism which appears decisive." Misceil. Essays, Vol. L, p. 232.

t Mak&Mrata, XII , 7890, 7895. Elsewhere, Panchas'ikha is spoken
of as having been instructed, with Jaigishavya, by Kapila himself. Kuimu-

purdna, fiist section, chapter 9, s'loka 119. Sec, also, the note at the foot
of page 16, infra.

J Bhdgavata-purtipa, L, 3, 11. Also : ^lfe[ft^R ftfRT^^^ftw^r
*TOOT\WTTO TTC fTWs*? fa'SrraWTTTO cPS

1

Snm^l Vyusa: Pd-

tanjala-bhdstya, L, 25. Notice will be taken, in a subsequent page, of the

discrepant explanations of the term adi-mdwan, m this passage. But the

commentators are unanimous in understanding, by paramarsh, Kapila.
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descent Las no essential correspondence to that of a natural ge-

neration. More especially, the position that Kapila takes ac-

count of his own literary successor at the second remove, may be

granted to offer but little violence to probability, if we simply

suppose that the sage originally disseminated his tenets orally,

and that they had undergone modification at the hands of

sectaries from his proper school, before he committed them to

a written form.*

Panchas'ikha is known, by scanty fragments, as the author

of a collection of philosophical aphorisms,f One other perform-

* As an ungrateful alternative to silence, I have thus attempted to reduce

to harmony, materials, m themselves, at first appearance, rather intractable ;

but which present, it may be, a distorted reflex of historical verity.

As the first step in dealing rationally with the mind-born sons of Brahma,

we must consider them as brethren, not as brothers. But, rather than

depart, in favour of common sense, from the strictest letter of the theogo-

nies, I have found the pandits disposed to fall back on their grand solution

of ail difficulties as to time, space, and individuals, the transparently indolent

dogma of cyclical renovations of mundane events. These iterations admit-

ting of an indefinite number of changes as to particulars, any body may, at

last, be every body ;
and it thus becomes a very easy matter to make light

of ordinary chronological sequence.

t A single one of them is given, as such, in Vyasa's Pdtanjala-lMsliya,

I., 3 : ^ ^ ^"*C*f ^. TffTT^ ^;"J(cr^ I Kshemananda, in his notes on the

TaUwa-samasa, twice quotes this as a sitra ; and Vachaspati Mis'ra, Vijnana

Bhikshu, and Nagoji Bhatta, consent in assigning it to Panchas'ikha,

In Vyasa's Pdtanjala-bhdshya we find, at II. , 13 : ^"^c

j ^ T<T ^ f%
I Of this passage, which is un-

characterised, by Vyasa, except as being by Panchas'ikha, the SdnJchya-

tattwa-Jcaumudi cites the words ^q: WK- ^Tf^TT*" ^srTqf^r ^: t Swap-

nes'wara, m his annotations on the Kaumudi, still dissecting, says that

the first three of these words form one aphorism, and the remaining word,

another.

So much for Panclias'ikha's stitras ; and it maybe questioned whether

c 2
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ance
;
if not two, is likewise imputed to him ; and he, perhaps^

any more samples of them are forthcoming, notwithstanding Colebrooke
5
s

assertion that they
"
are frequently cited, and by modem authors on the

SdnJctya." MiscelL Essays, Vol. I., p. 233.

The next work recorded as by Panchas'ikha, is metrical ; unless, indeed,,

as is quite possible, the longer extracts, to be given after the following

couplets, belong, with one or more of them, to a treatise mixed of prose

and verse.

Tins couplet is quoted, by Vijnana Bhikshu, m his Vvjndndmnta, with the

following introduction : fafa^f i?rg i^rfrTS^JTOr ^T^tf fin T^TTSJ:}

This is the best voucher I have for advancing that Panchas'ikha commented
on the TattwQ-samdsa, of which the words t^fWT^irsf; do really constitute a

topic. This couplet is again quoted, partially, by Vijnana, in his Yoga-vdrtika,

as well as in Bhava GanesVs Yogdnus'dsana-stitra-vritti ; and in full, by
Kshemananda on the Tattwa-samdsa, in the SdnWiya-krama-dipiMj and by
Bhava Ganes'a in the Tattwa-ydthdrthya-dvpana. Various readings of it

are : ddau for ddyas J M for tu ; vimofako for tu moksho ; Jcntsna for ftrich-

cJilira f and Jcshayah for kshaydt.

Bhava Ganes'a, m his Yogdnus'dsana-sutra-vntti, refers the stanza jusl

given, directly to Panchas'ikha; but the same author, m his Tattwa-ydthdr

tliya-dtpana, introduces these verses, and the three couplets following, b]

expressions importing that they were borrowed, not from, but through
Panchas'ikha.

#t ^ fa 1
-

Variants : yatra-tatra for yatra-kutra ; ratah for sthitah ; and mundt ja
s'ikH and s'ikhi mundijati fcwjati mundt s'tkhf.

\\
\j

Variants : jprdJcTitena cJia for prdkritena tu; and baddho 'yam tu nigadyat

baddJio ndnyena muchyate, and landho 'yarn cha nigadyate, for badd,

jantur mvartate.

Variants: chatwdri for tattwdnij swarupair for swarupdni ;

papmd ; and bhvgyate for yujyate.
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Le -fclaoistic Sankhya as well as on the atheistic.

-e co~o-plets and that preceding them, the first and the third

qxxol^tions, are also found in the Sdnkhya-krama-dipikd.

re ci~t^<l both there and in the Sdnkhya-sutra-vivarana.

spoken of above; and the second is in Kshema-

a, and in Gaudapada on the Sdnkhya-kdrikd.

that Bhava Garies'a does not quote a syllable as

a, that does not occur in the SdnkJiya-krama-

ELceoirclmgly, a presumption that Bhava Ganes'a took these

tis -vvoxlc, and under the impression that it was by Pancha-

ion is strengthened by the second exordial stanza of

a, where its author clearly enough clai s to

on the Tattwa-samdsa :

^ \

-fco Panchaslkha, of the SdnJchya-krama-dipiM, if ever

^vould at once be invalidated by indicating the fact,

is made^ in the work itself, supposed free from.

iLcl in. such a manner, namely, with the title of dchdrya, as to

L ]c"O"m. Its author.

e:xrfc:ra.cted below have, in every case, the guarantee of good
ieii~ ~fc>emg by Panchas'ikha. They are given, in the first

as a., laa. his Pdtanjala-bhdshya, anonymously: but three of

crta1;o:rs ; Vachaspati Mis'ra, in the Pdtanjala-stitra-fihdsTiya-

aa Blaikshu, in the Yogavdrtika and Nagoji Bhatta, in the

-VT'iZ't'z-bhdshya-chcfihdya-vydkhydj testify, one, or all, to their

s for -fclie passage at II., 22, Vachaspati merely says that it

i a.-u.-fclioritative sage
-

y but the two other scholiasts declare it

T-

1s c^Tioted and expounded by Kshemananda also, m the Nava-

cf ^W^H^^Ff^
T$sri%r^c ^^T

f I IL, 5.
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By the prevalent suffrage of mythology, Kapila* is reputed

.

wit K^TCM
nrr

Tcf irT^TTO*f% I

3f TW I

I II., 17.

f% ^

T f% ^ ^fflfTHTTWT^ ! IL 3 20.

^^R: I II., 22.

^T^T- fifi"

III., 13.
4

i III., 40.

Little can safely be conjectured with regard to the character of the work or

works from which these sentences were collected hy Vyasa. They may be text ;

and they may be commentary. Probably they are Sankhya; but, possibly,

they pertain to the Yoga. That Panchas'ikha treated of other subjects

than the Sankhya, may be inferred from a remark of Vijnana Bhikshu's :

^ra% ^rreresft ft"^rt T^^T ^fiwn=rTV '

Tfj
*

wr^f?r i

Yoga-vdrtika, I., 25.

* The more ordinary mdnasa, or mind-begotten, sons of Brahma vary, as

specified in different Puranas, from seven to more than twice that number ;

"but," as Prof. "Wilson remarks, "the variations are of the nature of addi-

tions made to an apparently original enumeration of but seven, whose

names generally recur." Vishnu-purdva, p. 48, note 2. One such group

is made up ofMarichi, Atri, Angiras, Pulastya, Pulaha, Kratuand Vasishtha;

the well-known e seven Rishis.' Mahdbhdrata, XII., 7570 and 13075. This

list is modified, in the same book of the MaMbMrata, 7534-5, by the

substitution of Daksha for Vasishtha: and, at 13040, by the addition of

Mann ; thus increasing the aggregate to eight. But, however eked out by

Pauranika liberality, it is not this catalogue of Brahma's mind-born pro-

geny that is to furnish us with Kapila.
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jeen a son of Brahma ; but lie is otherwise described as

Wilson once wrote as follows :
" The founder of the Sdnkhya plnlo-

amed Kapila ; who, as one of the seven great Rishis, is one of the

ilima. There are other accounts of his origin; but none more satis-

Quarterly Oriental Magazine for Sept, 1825; p. 12. That

anywere styled
" one of the seven great Rishis," needs confirma-

ill the emphasis with which other accounts of him are here discre-

Dthing of this is to be found in the Translation of the Vishnu-

oke, Miscellaneous Essays, Vol. I., p. 229, refers to Gaudapuda,

>f Kapila's being ranked as " one of the seven great Itisfiis"

j
the collocation of the words in the passage quoted by Gaudapada,

e has turned subject into predicate. The citation runs thus :

^J^T: Tf TWT ^W I

' These seven sons of Brahmfr were

,t Rvshis.
9

group of kindred emanations likewise comprehends seven persons.

thdbMrata, XII , 13078-9, they are said to be Sana, Sanat-sujata,

anandana, Sanat-kumara, Kapila, and Sanutana. In the passage
all likelihood from some Purana, near the commencement of Gauda-

unentary on the Sankhya-MriJcd, Kapila still appears, but as intro-

eral accredited Sankhya doctors, to the extrusion of as many of his

ociates : the list now standing thus ; Sanaka, Sananda, Sanatana,

nla, Vodhu, and Panchas'ikha In the tarpana, or propitiation-ser-

, least one school of the Veda, that of Madhyandma, the same per-

ivoked, and in the same order, except that the names of A'suri and

transposed. See Colebrooke's Miscell. Essays, Vol. I ,p. 144. In the

^dna, latter section, Vishnu-vy^lia-bheda-var'jfiana chapter, 14, 15,

changes, Kapila himself makes way for another ; the set now cori-

sauaka, Sananda, Sanatana, Sanat-kumara, Jata,Vodhu, and Pancha-

As. Res. Vol. XI , p. 99. The Kurma-purdna, former section, chap.

9, with additional alterations, reduces the seven to five ; Sanaka,

Sanandana, RurCi (Rudra ?
), and Sanat-kumara; whom it qualifies as

s. The first three and the last of these five hold, apparently, pecu-
ice in the family of Brahma ; since from them, according to Gaudu-

Lie forty-third Kdrikci, originated, severally, virtue, knowledge, clis-

Lcl irresistible will. The names of these four also occur, unaccom-

if they were to be regarded as representative, at III., 12, 3, of the
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an incarnation of Vishnu."* He is ako recounted to have been

Sananda and Sanaiidana are, doubtless, prosodial varieties of the same

name j
and Jata seems to be put, by metrical licence, for Sanat-sujata.

In tlie Ktirma-purdna, latter section, V., 18, parts of the two classes of Brah-

ma's mental sons, several new characters being added to the first, are named

together, thus : Sanat-kumara, Sanaka, Blmgu, Sanatana, Sanandana, Rudra,

Angiras, Vamadeva, S'ukra, Atn, Kapila, and Marichi. But it is worthy of ob-

servation that this Purana plainly distinguishes the second class, as to origin,

from the first. "What is evidently intended for the first class, is detailed, at

VII., 3539, of the former section, as made up of Daksha, Marichi, Angiras,

Bhngu, Atn, Dharma, Sankalpa, Pulastya, Pulaha, Kratu, and Vasishtha;

and the generation ofthese individuals, as there given, is very different from

what it is m any of the accounts rendered by Prof. Wilson. See Vishnu-

purdna, p. 50, note. For instance, the first and the last four are derived,

respectively, from Brahma's prdna, uddna, vydna, apdna, and sama.nct. See,

for these terms, Colebrooke's Miscell. Essays, Vol. I., pp. 356 and 374 ; also

the Sdnkhya-kdriM, p. 103. At X., 84, of the same section, the whole

eleven are denominated Brahmas; and Brahma, is stated to have created

them by his power as a Yogi. See, also, Vishnupurdna, p, 49.

Further particulars of interest occur at X , 122 125, of the latter section

of the Kurma-purana. Sanat-kumara is here said to have instructed Sam-

varta; and he, Satyavrata: Sanandana, Pulaha; and he, Gautama: Angiras,

Bharadwaja : Kapila, Jaigishavya and Panchas'ikha : Sanaka, Paras'ara ;

and he, Valmiki. This Purana is related, at its conclusion, to have been

transmitted from Brahma as follows. Brahma- communicated it to Sanaka

and Sanat-kumara; Sanaka, to Devala; Devala, to Panchas'ikha; and Sanat-

kumara, to Vyasa.

There is, clearly, no countenance, in the analogy of the Hindu hagiogony,

for the else plausible surmise, that a complete history of the mdnasa sous of

Brahma, might, if recoverable, possibly go to show that the term by which

they are known, may originally have borne a less mystical signification than

that of mind-born. Its intention could never have been to discriminate the

literate portion of the Brahmanidae from their less learned kinsmen
*

MahabJiarata, III., 1896 and 8880. Rdmayana, L, 41,24 and 25. At

I., 41, 2 4, Kapila's destruction of the sons of Sagara is predicted Padma-

purdna, latter section, Visknu-vyuha-bheda-vamana chapter. Vislmu-purd-

na, p. 377. BMgavata-purana, 1 , 3, 11 ; where Kapila stands the fifth of the

twenty-four incarnations of Vishnu. See, also, at p. 6, supra, the verse from
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born as the son of Devahuti *
and,, again, is identified with one

of the Agnis, or fires.f Lastly, it is affirmed that there have

been two Kapilas : the first, an embodiment of Vishnu ;
the

the Mahdbhdrata, XIII., 7006, with S'ankara A'charya's commentary. See,

further, the passage at p. 10, supra, quoted m Vyasa's Ptitanjala-bhdshya.

The later commentators on this work, Vrjnana Bhikshu and Nagoji Bhatta,

understand the word ddi-mdwdn, or '

primeval sage/ to mean, here, Vishnu.

Vachaspati Mis'ra, though recognising Kapila as an incarnation of Vishnu,
considers 'primeval sage' to refer to the former, reappearing on earth

after absorption into the divine essence. The remainder of Vachaspati's
remarks are not very intelligible; or else my MSS. are corrupt.

Schlegel, m his note on the Rdmdyancr, I., 41> 3, remarks ;
" De hoc Vih-

nus cognomme et munere non habeo quocl expromam. Vix opus est monere

plane hinc ahenum est Kapilum, philosophiae rationale (sanJchya) auciwem ,

quamvis et huric discipuh nimis anibitiosi nummis plenum, imo ipsum m
mortah corpore piaesentera Vishnura fuisse lactavermt. Quam opnuoncm
iiinmt auctor Bhagavad-gttae, LECT. X., 26." It must now appear that the

notion which Schlegel here dismisses so peremptorily, is much better fortifi-

ed, by mythology, than he, to all appearance, apprehended.
*

Bhdgavata-purdna, II., 7, 3 ; and III., 33, 1 The birth of the sage,

and of his nine sisters, is here said to have taken place in the house of Kar-

clama, the husband of Devahuti, who is called Kapila's mother. Kapila's

father, according to this account, must be Kardama ; as there is no hint of any-

thing like a miraculous conception. Kapila, as here described, is, neverthe-

less, regarded, by some, as having afterwards become an incarnation of Vish-

nu. Kardama, if not one of Brahma's mind-born sons, was, at all events,

a prajdpatiy or ''patriarch." VisJinu-purdna, p 50, note.

In Colebrooke's Miscell. Essays, Vol. L, p. 230, Devaduti is, of course, a

misprint for Devahuti. Yet Lassen has adopted the former reading. In-

dische Alterthumskunde, Vol. L, p. 832.

t ^J sj^ffr^T % ft^rf^ rfT ^T ^ 1

srr

ftp ^r fxr^r ^n re^iTror^ : H

MaMbJulrata, III , 141% 7-

It is the last line of these couplets which, with the exchange of s'dsli a

for yoga,, is cited at p. 232 of the present work. The '

self-styled Vedanti,'

by which epithet Vijnana there denounces some unnamed author, foi holding

JD
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other, the igneous principle m human disguise.* It must b<

acknowledged, in short, that we know nothing satisfactory con

cerning Kapila; the meagre notices of him that are producible

that the Sankhya Kapila was an incarnation of fire, has hitherto eluded UN

quest.

Prof. Wilson, alluding to this text, of whose source he was unappnsed

pronounces, touching the identity which it authenticates, that "theie does nol

appear to "be any good authority for the notion ;" and adds, immediatel}

afterwards: "Kapila is a synonyme of fire, as it is of a brown, dusky, 01

tawny, colour ; and this may have given rise to the idea of Agni and the sage

being the same/* Sdnkhya-k&rikd, p. 188 See, also, Colebrooke's Miscell,

Essays, Vol. I , p. 230. But it seems just as likely that the conception

owed its origin to the fabled combustion, by Kapila, of the sons of Sagara

Mahdbhdrata, III., 8881. Also see As. Res,, Vol. III. pp. 349, 350, and

Vol VI, p 478.

For Wilford's wild speculations in which he identifies Kapila with Enoch,

see As. Res., Vol. VI., pp. 4/3-4.

* I quote at length, as the following passage will, m a subsequent page,

again come under consideration :

f% jqfw i CRT W w<* TTT

T\^T

i

Sarvopakdnnt, ad nut.

S'ankara A'charya, in the S'fairaka-mim&nsd-bMsliya, I., 2, 1, also de-

clares for two Kapilas. Implicitly following the Rdmhyana, he considers the

Kapila who destroyed the sons of Sagara, to be an incarnation of Vabudeva

or Vishnu 5 but he denies the origination, or revival, by him, of the atheistic

system. Acknowledging another Kapila, him of the Sankhya, he makes,

however, no attempt to ascertain him. The Bhayavata-purana, IX., 8, 13,

flatly denies that this Kapila could, with his gentle nature, intentionally have

slam the sons of Sagara. Yet it makes no doubt that they were destroyed by
fire issuing from the body of the incensed ascetic, independently of his volition.

S'ankara Acharya, commenting on the word Kapila in the S'wctds'&atara-

upanishad, V., 2, proposes two interpretations of it. By one of them it is

violently made to intend, as a lame synonyme, Iliranyagarbha. Otherwise,
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being hopelessly involved in uncertainty, and inextricably em-

barrassed by fable. Yet it may be credited, with, but little hesi-

tation, that he was something more substantial than a myth j*

and there seems to be tolerably good ground for receiving, as au

historical fact, his alleged connection with the Sankhya.

since primogeniture among created beings is found averred ofboth Kapila and

Hiranyagarbha, they are, to save scriptural consistency, concluded to be one

and the same. On the other interpretation, the person named in the text

is Kapila of the Sankhya, a partial incarnation of Vishnu. For the quali-

fication of him as such, some unspecified Purana is adduced. S'ankara adds

that the other Kapila is celebrated m the Mundaka-upamshad. This state-

ment is, however, made inadvertently, since no mention of him occurs there.

S'ankara probably quoted, after the ordinary reckless Indian fashion, from

memory. Dr. Roer has somewhat misrepresented S'ankara, in making him

cite smcidally the Purana above referred to. It is vouched, and pro-

fessedly so, not to corroborate the first identification of Kapila, hut to eluci-

date the second. Neither, m this quotation, is Kapila, "to praise him,"
"

identified with Hiranyagarbha." See Bib. Inclica, Vol. XV., p 62.

It may be observed, generally, that, in conformity with Hindu usage, none

but the figment of one's special idolatry, is glorified as a plenary mcarr

nation.

Kapila, in the Mahtideva-sahasra-ndma-stotra, Mahdlkdrata^lKIll^ 1211,

is an epithet of S'rva; and expresses, as indicated by the context, 'tawny.*

In an inscription translated by Colebrooke, there occurs the word Jcapild,

which, he observes,
e<

probably is fire, personified as a female goddess." [sic]

Miscell. Essays, Vol. I., p. 300, last line; and p. 304, foot-note no, 21. It

remains to be shown that the word ever means fire. In this place it bears,

undoubtedly, the sense of
e a red cow ;* from circumambulating which, great

merit is supposed to be acquired
" A red one] Hapila : When applied

to a cow, this term signifies one of the colour of lac-dye, with black

tail and white hoofs." Colebrooke*s Two Treatises on the Hindu Law of

Inheritance, p. 131, second foot-note. For Jcapild in this acceptation, see

the MahdbMrata, XIII., 2953, 3535, 3596, 3703-4, 3744, 3764 ; and, on

the subject of circumambulating a cow, see the same poem, XIIL, 3436

and 3794.
* Colebrooke comes to a different conclusion.

"
It may be questioned,"

he says,
ef whether Kapila be not altogether a mythological personage, to

nhoin the true author of the doctrine, whoever he was, thought fit to ascribe

B 2
'
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The larger of the works presumed to be by Kapila, is com-

prised in six books of sutras* or aphorisms, which, as ordinarily

it
"

Miscell. Essaj-s, Vol. I , p 231. But the MaMbUmta, m spite of its

alloy of fiction, sufficiently attests, it would seem, the reality of the sage ;

and the Sdnkhya-stitra and Tattwa-samasa may be pseudonymous, without

vacating the existence of Kapila, or his character of originator,
or eaily

promulgator, of hylotheistic doctrines,

In the Padma-purdna, latter section, Gauri-varmna subdivision of the

KumJra-sambhava chapter, Kapila is said to have dwelt in the village of

Kalapa. Further particulars regarding this personage can, doubtless, he ob-

tained, if the Kapila-upapurdna, which is named m the Kurma-purdna and

elsewheie, be still extant. The Kapila-sanhttd, may be the same. See the

Sanskrit Catalogue of the library of the As. Soc of Bengal, p 72. At

p. 26 of this Catalogue occurs the name of Kapila-smriti, or legal institutes

of Kapila. A work descriptive of certain places of pious resort, and another

an naval astrology, attributed to Kapila, have been found m the Peninsula.

Mackenzie Collection, Vol. I , pp. 65 and 262.

* Colebrooke Miscell. Essays, Vol. I., pp. 231, 232 unhesitatingly

applies the title of Sdnkhya-pravachana to these sutras ; but adds ibid.,

p. 232 that it
" seems to be a borrowed one . at least, it is common to

several compositions. It appertains to Patanjah's Yoga-s'dstra" Undoubt-

edly it is borrowed ; and I am disposed to date its use in question only from

Vijnana Bhikshu. Apart from the \\ntmgs of this author and of his fol-

lowers, I have nowhere met with the employment of Sdnkhya-pravachana in

place of Sdnkhya-stitra, save in the postscript to Amruddha's commentary,

and in that to its abridgement by Vedanti Mahadeva. But the epigraphs to

Indian manuscripts are known to be, so generally, the work of copyists, that

the adverse evidence of tbese two seeming exceptions may, very allowably,

be neglected.

With regard to the meaning of the term Sdnkhya-pravacliana, which forms

part of the title of the present publication, M. Saint-Hilaire could not have

done better than consult our commentator, whose explanation of it he seems,

however, to be unacquainted with. At p. 5 of his Premier Memoire sur le

Sankhya, he translates these words by
"
Preface ou Introduction au Sankhya.

s>

Sooth to say, this would be a strange sort of name for a complete dogmatic
enunciation ? by any philosopher, of his own theory ; especially if, as happens

4
with the Sankhya, the thcoiy leaves almost no room for legitimate evolution.
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read,, amount to "five hundred and twenty-six.* Its fourth book

is chiefly made up of proverbial sayings and brief hints of

Mistaken as Vrjuaiia probably is, m arguing that the Tattwa-samdsa not

only preceded the Sdnkhya-sutra, but formed its germ, there is no ground

to mistrust his etymological analysis of the word pravachana as here used.

At p. 7 of the present work, he explains it by prakarshena mrvachanam

*
detailed exposition;' and, at p 110, by prapancha

'

explication.' Its im-

port is, therefore, interpretation.

Vijnana, in the Patawjala-bhdsJiya-vdrtika, 1st adfydya, ad fin., again

defines the term sdnkhya-pravachana as the proper name, according to

Vyasa, of the Yoga Aphorisms by words expressing
'
detailed exposition :*

^T^W^T tf?f \ ^i^i wr^lfa ^ ^ ^npf ^re^nr^FR i Nagoji

Bhatta, in his Pdtanjala-sittra-vritti-bhdshya-chchhdyd'Vydkhyd, silently tran-

scribes Yijnana's derivation :

"

Had M. Samt-Hilaire not permitted his dependence on Colebrooke to su-

persede reference to Vijiuma, he would have found that, on the statement o-f

the lattci, the Sdnkhya-pravachana came after the Tattwa-samdsa ; and that

neither of them is described as standing to the other in a relation similar to

that of preface. Farther on I shall take up this point again.

* That is to say, in the six books, 164, 47, 84, 32, 129, and 70, respec-

tively. As for this enumeration, even if it had not the support, by express

declaration, of annotators, yet the tenor of their scholia would, m general,

authorize it with sufficient distinctness But it is expressly supported, by

notation, m all the copies of the pure text that I have consulted, and m most

of the MSS. of Vijnana's commentary and of Nagoji Bhatta's abstract of

it, that I have collated. Aniraddha, and his epitomist Mahadeva, of whose

works such MSS. as I have examined likewise have the aphorisms numbered^

concur, essentially, in the forementioned distribution and aggregate. The

only difference which they discover, consists m halving the 121st aphorism

of book V. ;
thus bringing out the sum total, 527. See p. 207 of the pre-

sent publication,
and p. 33 of its appendix.

M. Samt-Hilaire, precipitately accepting, without diplomatic verification,

the Serampore edition of Tijuana's commentary, and urivisited by any the

least suspicion of its faultlcssness, computes the Sankhya aphorisms, m the six

books, at 156, 46, 76, 30, 122, and 69; in all, 479. See Premier Memoire

vur lo Sankhya, p. 6\ The consequence, to his essay, of this want of circum-

spection and research, is not very advantageous. Neither need one be uv
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legends., illustrative of Sankhya topics ; and its fifth is
polemic,

being devoted to a formal defence of the atheistic scheme. In

prised that, leaning on the old edition of Vrjnaua, he should write thus ,

"
Isvara Krishna, imbu des opinions de son temps, aurait pu preter a Kapila

des pensees qui ne seraient pas les siennes." Ibid., p, 69. The result of

the otiose confidence above animadverted on, may in part be gathered from

the particulars about to be noted.

In the edition received by our essayist, 1 , 61 is lost in the commentary ; and

yet the 22d kdrifcdis, m good part, composed of it. With the same memorial

couplet, VI., 32, also, is connected : but this aphorism, with most of the

explanation of it, is omitted altogether.

L, 87, which is degraded to commentary, fixes the number of the proofs

admitted by the Sankhya, as stated m the 4th kankd.

L, 118, which is in the same predicament with the aphorism last named,

forms part of the 9th MnM.
L, 141, similarly circumstanced, may be found embodied m the 17th

kdrikd.

L, 162, which is given as commentary, upholds the 62d kdriM

M. Samt-Hilaire would have quoted II., 28, after the 28th kdnJcd, had it

not been omitted with nearly all its commentary.

He would, also, at p. 444, have cited III., 18 and 19, if they had not been

printed as shreds of scholia.

The 50th kdrikd receives support from III, 43, which is, likewise, dis-

guised by small type.

Commenting on the 54th kdrilcd, M. Saint-Hilaire employs language which

significantly implies the entire and unquestioning reliance on the old edition

of Vrjnana, which has above been alleged of him. His words are as follows :

"
Lecture 3, sotea 44 [48] :

' En haut, il y a predominance de la bontd/
"
Kapila ne va pas plus loin; et aprs avoir indique, comrne on Fa vu,

1'existence des trois mondes en n' indiquant que le moncle des dieux ou re"gne

la bonte*, il ne dit point quelle quahte predomine dans les mondes qui vien-

nent apre"s celui-la. II est probable que la Kanka, en faisant pre'dommer
1'obscurite dans le monde mfeneur, et le mal dans le monde du milieu, se

conforme a une tradition des longtemps reeue ; mais, dans les axiomes du

maitre, ce complement a peu pres indispensable de sa pensee n* apparait pas'
et il n'en a nen expnme, pas meme par une de ces reticences qui lui sont si

habituelles. II faut aj outer que le commentateur des Soutras, Vidjnana

Bhikshou, ne s'est pas arrete d'avantage a la doctrine que nous retrouvoiLs
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addition to its special section of controversy, it, also, here and

there, prefers in direct terms, or else darkly points to, exceptions

dans la Kanka, et qu
5
^, la suite de Kapila il a omis de parler des deux autres

mondes, places au-dessous du monde superieur. II se borne & dire que par
' en haut

s

Kapila comprend le monde qm est au-dessus de la terre liabitee

par les mortals." Premier Memoire, &c., pp. 213, 214.

The restoration of III , 49 and 50, which, with the explanation of them,

do not appear in the Serampore impression of Vrjnana, at once accounts

for several items of the 54th fcdrikd, and completely frustrates the criticism,

just quoted, which our essayist ventures.

III., 53, which is reduced to commentary, is repeated, mostly, in the 55th

IdnM.

To illustrate the 68th kdrikd, M. Saint-Hilaire cites, instead of III., 56,

which is omitted, the explanatory expansion of it.

"Colebrooke a fait remarquer (Essays, tom, I., page 232) que les Soutras

attribues a Kapila mentionnaient le nom de Pantchasikha. Le fait est exact,

et Colebrooke en tiraifc cette double consequence : d'abord, que les Soutras

n'etaient pas de Kapila ku-meine, car il n'aurait pas cite le nom de son dis-

ciple , et, en second lieu, qu' il y avait pour le Sankhya des autorites ante-

rieures aux Soutras, puisqu'ils mvoquaient eux-me'mes le temoignage d'un

maitre plus ancieri qu' eux. J' admets les deux consequences signalees par

Colebrooke. Mais il auiait du aj outer que la citation rapportee par lui se

trouve dans Pavant-dermer soutra de tout le systeme. (Lecture 6, soutra

68). Ar

cette place, les interpolations ont ete plus faciles certamement que

dans le corps meme de Texposition, et il est fort possible qu'une mam

etrangere ait ghsse celle-ci a la fin de 1'ouvrage, Cette simple indication du

nom de Pantchasikha ne nous apprend d'ailleurs absolument rien sur la vie

de ce personnage , elle ne fait que consacrer le souvenir d'une de ses doc-

trines." Premier Memoire, &c , pp 253, 254.

Now, in the first place, the suggestion bi cached by M. Samt-Hilaire, that

VI., 68, as being the penultimate aphorism of the Sdnkhya-sutra. may, not

improbably, be an interpolation, is weakened by the fact that it is followed

by two aphorisms instead of one, and his objection now lies, by his line of

argument, more directly against the text commemorating Sanandana, VI.,

69 , which, m his reading of Vijnana, is consigned to the notes. Again,

both he and Colebrooke failed to observe V., 32, which, likewise, m Vijnami,

as received by the former, is simply a scantling of commentary. The rest

of M. Samt-Hilaire's reasoning, the bulk of which is, with such a lofty air
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objected by a fictitious postulant, or protagonist; appending,

in antidote, the appointed solution of the difficulty suggested.

In this procedure it is nowise singular among compositions of

its order. Neither is it the only sample, in Indian literature,

of an aphoristic treatise that possesses but slight pretensions to

method. It abounds, moreover, in repetition. As compared

with the aphorisms of the other philosophical schools, to those of

the Sankhya may, however, with all their elliptical obscurity,,

be conceded no inconsiderable credit for the degree in which

they define their own tenor. In this respect they present,

indeed, an observable contrast to the sutras of the Vedanta, to

go no further; and the rationale of this contrast appears to be

of no arduous discovery. As the creed purporting to repre-

sent the Vedas constituted the established faith, a compendium
of its dogmas could securely count on a dispensation from that

punctual scrutiny which would inevitably attend the symbol of

a schism.* To the first would be wanting certain inducements

of patronage^ avowedly adopted from Colebrooke, has been dealt with al-

ready. See above, pp. 10, 11.

Once more, our essayist would, in expounding the 57th "kunM, have cited

VI., 40, had it not, in the old edition of Vynuna, been accounted exposi-
tonal ; a part of the introduction to it being, there, put in its place.

* Nilakantha Chaturdhara, mhis Shat-tantri-sdra, enumerates, as fastika or

orthodox systems of philosophy, the Mimdnsd, Tarka, and Veddnta ; and,

as ndstika or heterodox, the Chdrvdka, Saugata, and Miata The Tark(/ 1

of the first class, he subdivides into the Sdnkhya, Pdtanjala, Vais'es/dka, and

Nydya; and the Saugata, of the second class, into the Sautrfaitika, Vaihha-

shika, Yogdch&ra, and Mddhyamika.

Proceeding to particulars, tins writer gives some account of a singular

theory, additional to those above named, by one Mis'ra. As never having
been alluded to by any European writer, it may be thought not undeserving
of a summary note.

The most remarkable characteristic of this theory consists in the exotic
innovation of doing away with the ultimate resolution into the primal cause,
of matter and all subaltern forms of intelligence. The diverse allotment,
to different mortals, of mundane fruition, in the case of original appearances
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to precision,, which could scarcely fail to weigh gravely with the

other
; and, if acceptable in the gross, it might easily be entrusted

to the casual care of expositors, for the redress of its laxities.

As for the second, on the other hand, as anticipating every

species of opposition, its compiler would industriously labour

to diminish the chances of conflict, by, first of all, studying
to avoid ambiguity ; and, further, the proselyte to a new belief

would naturally be solicitous for a precise enunciation of the

tenets he had received in return for those he had discarded.

Accordingly, though the aphorisms of the Vedanta may have

been posterior to those of the Sankhya, there seems good reason

^
why the first should not have striven so strenuously as the other,

against the hazard of misconstruction. That the latter is by
no means so capable of various interpretation as the former, is

incontestable. That it would prove to be so, might, perhaps,

even be argued from the consideration that the Sankhya has

never, within historical knowledge, lapsed from unity ; whereas

on the stage of life, is referred, by it, to the influence of the face of the

Horoscope at conception and birth. The preeminently devout are, at death,

translated to a place of bliss, and are thenceforth exempt from earthly vicis-

situdes. Ignorant evil-doers are consigned, by divine messengers, to a

region which is vaguely said to be inferior to paradise; and their resurrection

in this world, or other subsequent change of state, appears to be unprovided

for. Conscious transgressors are tormented in. the flames of Tartarus, till the

beginning of a new cycle; and are then reendued with their former bodies.

With these persons, the deeds of the past life have, declaredly, a retributive

efficacy. Such as presumptuously pretend to oneness with the Deity, by
whom the Vedantis are plainly signified, suffer, m their subtile fraxnes, the-

dolors of perdition, till the end of the current day of Brahma; and are

then ejected from their gross corporeal investments. This last expression is

unintelligible ; and the text is, here, very likely, adulterated.

Mis'ra, on the representation of his critic, lays claim to one or more

Upanishads, a Puratia, and the Udas'ardva-brdhmcMa,, as lending colour to

his sentiments. Two branches from his proper school are hinted at ; their

deviation from the heresiarch being intimated to binge on the nature of

the godhead. Nilakantha truculently retaliates the seventy of Mis'ra tO-
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the Vedanta has notoriously ra ified into several distinct and

irreconcilable denominations.*

As already remarked, besides the book of aphorisms just dis-

wards Vedantis, by denying to him and to Ins followers, every prospect
of

reaching the sphere of Brahma. He refuses them fellowship with the Hindu

communion ; and reviles them, under the epithet of
e
brutes of the Lord/ for

impiously maintaining that celestial blessedness is attended with a sense of

selfhood.

The bare title of Mis'ra is usually appropriated, I learn, to Vachaspati

Mis'ra the jurist. Here, however, it may, possibly, designate the elder

writer of the same name, the pneumatologist. As conducing to sustain this

conjecture, I may mention a rumour, prevalent among the learned Hindus

of Central India, that this writer, late in life, put forth a disquisition,
believed ,

to have perished, on incogmsable matters generally; in which, BO doubt

scandalizing the conservatism of his age, he evinced a marked disposition to

think, within limits, for himself. At all events, the origination, on Indian soil,

of a system that strikes at the very root of pantheism, is a phenomenon well

worthy of remark. It may, indeed, almost be taken to imply an acquaint-

ance with some religion of the West; though, m teaching that creation,

sentient and inert, proceeds from the Deity as a seed, it is evident that

Mis'ra had not risen to the Christian and Muhamnwlan dogma of genesis

without a material cause. His implied restriction to the human species,

of a future life, is, also, a striking reduction of the range accorded, by

most oriental nations, to the economy of metempsychosis.

Of Nilakantha's Shat-tantri-sdra I have been able to procure only the

fourth and last chapter, and but a single copy of this fragment. The trea-

tise is in verse, with a prose paraphrase and a commentary \ the whole by

the same author. It is said to have been written withm the last century

and a half.

*
Notwithstanding their fundamental disparity, a general similitude per-

vades the Sankhya and the Yoga. In some of the earliest authorities they

are, also, repeatedly mentioned in combination. Their interdependence,

likewise, is incontrovertible. That the Yoga implies the existence of the

Sankhya, does not require to be proved; and a reference to the S&nkhyo,-

s&trcL equally discovers that it contemplates not a few of the fanatical notions

and practices detailed in the aphorisms of the Yoga. It may, therefore, not

unreasonably be concluded that the Sankhya and the Yoga, whatever their

era, or the age of their supposed eaihest text-books, were of nearly con-

temporaneous origin.
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missed,, a scanty Index* to the topics of the Sankhya, entitled

Tattwa-sama,sa> is referred to Kapila. The articles that make

* The distribution of the Sankhya system into twenty-five cardinal prin-

ciples,, namely, eight producers, sixteen productions., and spirit, is as old

as the Mahdbhdrata. See foot-notes to pp. 2 and 6, supra. The crazy

digest of these principles, laid down in the Bhdgavata-purtfiia, IIL, 26, 10

seqq., argues forcibly the recent origin of this crude farrago.

The topics of the Sankhya, as diversely exhibited in the several editions

of the Tattwa-samdsa, will receive full attention presently. But another

classification of these topics, which computes them at sixty, is propounded
in the commentaries on the Tattwa-samdsa, and in the Zdja-vdrtika as

quoted in the Sdu'khya-'kaumudi and Sarvopakdrini. The passage from the

Rdja-vdrti&a runs as follows :

^hncWrSTRFn \

'

fsRjT?rr ^"R *T3 ^ I

<TT ^* I

Fifty of these topics, the *
intellectual creation/ offer no difficulty, at least

in the immediate subdivisions of this aggregate. These are : the five spe-

cies of obstruction, the nine of acquiescence, the twenty-eight of disability

in the organs, and the eight of perfection. The remaining ten are : (1) the

existence, (2) the simplicity, (3) the objectiveness, and (4) the subservience,

of nature ; (5) the distinctness, (6) the multeity, and (7) the passiveness,

of spirit ; (8) the disjunction of nature from spirit, (9) the conjunction of

nature with spirit ; and (10) the continuance of the body after the acqui-

sition of saving knowledge.

Prof. Wilson Sdnkhya-JcdriM, pp, 191-2 completes, in some sort, this

set of ten *
radical facts ;' but only by copying Vachaspati where he sup-

plements the text, and by misunderstanding him both there and elsewhere.

Vuchaspati connects
*
existence* with both '

spirit' and ' nature ~

9

9 and yet

111 order to make but one category of the whole, namely,
{ the existence of

spirit and nature.' Prof. Wilson makes two :
" existence of soul" and

ee existence of nature." Again, Vachaspati explains s'esha-vritti, by sthiti,

which he refers to stJtula and stiksJitna. Prof. Wilson, dividing, as before,

gives two categories,
* e duration of subtile" and " that of gross.'* Viyogct

and yoga are left, by Vachaspati^ unexplained, as being too obvious to

demand elucidation. Prof. Wilson throws them out altogether.

B 2
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number, as fixed by different commentators,, ranges from twenty,

two to twenty-five. On the strength of internal evidence,, their

posteriority to the larger aphoristic treatise is scarcely matter

The commentaries on the Tattwa-samdsa cite the ensuing couplet for an

enumeration of the ten radical facts :

SPIT fwiih TOT* wfa' ferfir- *rtft ^r icwfw 11

\s

The term astitwa
e

existence/ here used, is explained by the other

commentators as it is by Vachaspati, Vis'eshtt-vnttih is, irx sonic MHS.,
substituted for cha s'esha-vrrffyji. Its import is represented as above, Hee,

regarding it, the sixty-seventh Jsdmkd of I's'wara .Krishna.

In an anonymous marginal note to one of my MSS. of the 8dnkln/a

MriM, I have found the verses given above from the Rdju-vdrtiktt, with

the following stanza in place of their first couplet and a half:

*w sr frrefifKWKr J^T ^r: i

w T^ffirf^^ wrf ^iftrvrar-* W?TT ^ n
Here the fundamental categories are: (1) spirit, (2) nature, (,'f) intelli-

gence, (4) egotism, (5-7) the three qualities, (8) the subtile clcmenis, (9)
the organs, (10) the gross elements, See, also, the SanMya-ktfnka, p. H>1

* The SarvopaldTini commentary counts but twenty-two; m follows;
T 5 r^

ft * II TO* f^^T? ^ |?TOJ^T ;
|i if

,

II V If TO *m . u
fe

is given as two, in all the other

rrrrflfr^,""^"'"=sr==553S
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of uncertainty;* and they add nothing to our knowledge of

Kapila's system, except in having elicited annotations which lay

sargali. In the preface to the Sdnkhya-tattwa-vildsa, where the Tattwa-

samdsa is quoted, as if from the SdnJcJiya-krama-dipikd, and briefly ex-

plained, the expression trimdho dhdtu-sargah is explained by the words

vtfta-pitta-kapka-bkeddt trividhah, as intending the assemblage of wind,

choler, and phlegm. Colebrooke, by the way, translating from Jagannatha

Tarkapanchanana, mistakes in construing the term dlidtu-vaiskamya by
* f

pernicious power of mineral drags." Digest of Hindu Law, &c., Vol.

III., p. 304 : 8vo. ed. Cf. Colebrooke's Two Treatises on the Hindu Law
of Inheritance, p. 361, para. 2. The exact equivalent is, in our antique

medical nomenclature*
e

distemper of the humours/ The Hindu physio-

logy reckons the humours at three only.

The SdnJchya-krama-dtpiM gives, after no, 22 as above, the words trivi-

dhctvn duhL'Jtam, as a topic.

The reading of the Tattwa-ydtbdriliya-dtpana corresponds to that of the

Sankhya-krama-d'ipikd, barring its rejection of trtvidho, &c., and its con-

sidering the words etad ydthdtathyam as a topic , thus actually giving

twenty-five as the total.

Kbhemauanda, in Ins annotations on the Tatlwa-samasa, states that it con-

tains twenty-five topics : but he enumerates only twenty-four , his text

bemg, as far as the words etcid ydthdta&hyam, identical with that of the

Tattwa-ydtlidrtJiya dtpana.

The Tattwa-samdsa is generally found appended to Vedanti Mahadeva's

8dnLhya-vritti-$<ir&9 and accoidmg to the reading of the SaivopaLdrini.

Mahadcva, however, perhaps for the sake of shortness, omits the two

sentences by which the topics are usually followed.

The eighth topic is read, in the Sdiik/iya~$it(ra-vwaraty(i9 ad/iidawam cha j

and adh'idat'Vatam c/ia, in the ftdiikhya-lkra'ma-dipikd, in the Tattwa-ydthdr-

thytt-dipana, and in Ivshemunanda on the Tatlwa-samdsa, The SarvopuM-

rini, in its seventeenth topic, is unique in preferring das'a to das'adM.

Of the Sdiikhya-fcrama-dipikd I have collated five MSS,
* The anonymous author of the Sarvopakdrmi relates, as an ancient

tradition, that Kapila the incarnation of Vishnu composed the T<xUwa~

samfott, and that, in aftertimes, another Kapila, a manifestation of the divi*

mty of fire, put forth the larger Sankhya Aphorisms, of which the * Com-

pendium of Principles' is the rudiment. The same tradition makes the

doctrines of other, unnamed, philosophical schools, besides the Sankhya,

no less than the
'

Collection of Su Books/ to have sprung from the Tattwa*
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under contribution sources presumed to be, in their integrity,

no longer forthcoming.

samdsa. These observations will be found, m the Sanskrit, m a foot-note

to p, 18, supra.

Vijnana Bhikshu says :

*
If it be alleged that the Tattwa-samdsa aphor-

isms are simply recited m the Collection of Six Books, the answer is^ that

it is not so. There is no mere repetition among them ; inasmuch as they

are, respectively, concise and expanded. Hence, the appellation of Sdnfchya-

pravachana is appropriate for the Collection of Six Books, in like manner as

it is for the Institute of the Yoga. The former embraces precisely a detailed

exposition of the Tatiwa-samdsa, the shorter Sankhya Institute. There is

this Difference, however, that the Collection of Six Books only expands
the subject-matter of the Tattwa-samdsa ; whereas the Institute of the

Yoga avoids their seeming deficiency, by expressly propounding God, whom
both the other works, by concession for sake of argument, deny.' For the

original of this extract, see page 7 of the present work.

Our commentator, at p. 110, grows more confident; passing from the

language of assumption, as it were, to that of positive assertion :

* This

Institute, equally with that of the Yoga, as being a developement of the

substance of the shorter Sankhya Aphorisms, is designated Sdnkhya-prava~

chana, or, Explication of the SdnlcJiya'

Colebrooke, having in view a portion, if not all, of these remarks, writes

as follows :
"

It appears, from the preface of the Kapila-lhdshya, that n

more compendious tract, in the same form of sutras or aphoiibins, beans

the title of Tattwa-samdsa, and is ascribed to the same author, Kapila.
The scholiast intimates that both are of equal authority, and m no icspeet
discordant . one being a summary of the greater work, or eUe this au

amplification of the conciser one. The latter was probably the case ; for

there is much repetition in the Stifikhya-pravachana.

"
If the authority of the scholiast of Kapila may be trusted, the Tattwtt*

samdsa is the proper text of the SdnJehya, j and its doctrine is more fully,
but separately, set forth by the two ampler treatises entitled Sdnkhya-jpra-
smcfoma, which contain a fuller exposition of what had been there succinctly
delivered." Miscell. Essays, Vol. L, pp, 23 1, 232.

Dr. Roer, Journal of the As. Soc. of Bengal for 1851, p. 402, note,
after citing the latter of the paragraphs given above, unaccountably adcls ;

but this is a misapprehension : the scholiast does only bay :

'

they are oi
equal authority, one being a summary of the greater work, or else Uiib au
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The commentaries on the Sdnkhya-sttra are as follows :

I. The
Aniruddka-vrUti, by Aniruddha* Of this author's

history I know nothing.
IT. The

Sdnkhya-vrtiK-sdra, by Mahadeva Saraswati,t more

amplification of the conciser one.' On tlie
contrary, as will have been

seen, the scholiast allows no such alternative, and is responsible for only the
second member of it. Colebrooke would seem to have misunderstood the
wonl'Mayoh; and he has, besides, made out Vijnana to be self-contradic-
tory. At the same time, the clause to which Dr. Roer excepts, is almost a
literal translation of Tijuana's own words.

M Samt-Hilaire says, speaking of the Sankhya Aphorisms: Ce tralte,
quoique assez court, a ete abrege, dit-on, par Kapila, sous le titre de Tattva-
Samasa, c'cst-a-dire, reduction substantielle du Sankhya, Nous ne con-
caissons ce dernier ouvrage que par les citations qu'en ont faites les com-
mentatcurs, et qu'a repetees Colebrooke d'apres eux (Essays, tome I.,

p. 231)." Premier Memoire sur le Sankhya, p. 5.

Here, again, Colebrooke is implicitly followed as translator of Vijnana ;

at what cost, will already have appeared. Moreover, the phrase
"
reduction,

subbtantwlle" scarcely answers to Tattwa-samdsa ; and Colebiooke T\ould

be explored in vam for a single quotation from the smaller treatise.

Vijuuna plainly rests the validity of adjudging the title of Sdnkhya-pra-
vachana to the Sdnkhya-s&tra, on the ground that these aphorisms are an

expansion of the Tattwa-samdsa; the Tattwa-samdsa being, again, the

embryo of another collection of aphorisms called Scmkliya-pravachana,
those of the Yoga. But this derivation of the Yoga-siitra falls, in the first

place, to be established ; and, even if established, Vijnana would still require
a fact or two more to help him faiily to his conclusion. It may be suspected
that his sole foundation of fact, in the passage given at the outset of tins

note, w the common application of the term SdnJchya to the sj stem called

from Kapila and to that of the Yoga.
* For evidence that Aniruddha was antecedent to Vijuana Bhikshu, see

the Appendix to this volume, pp. 3, 4, 8, 10, 1 1, 12.

f Mahadeva is likewise author of a Vedanta treatise, the Tattwdmi"

sandhdna. See my Catalogue of Sanskrit Books, &c , Vol. I., p. 97. He

has albo written a commentary on the Amara-Jcos''a, entitled Jtudha-mano*

hara. Of this work I have one copy of the first two books, aud another of

the second only. The latest authonty, of ascertained date, quoted m this

fragment, is Raya Mukuta, who was employed on his commentary m the
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VL The Rdja-vdrtika, said to have been composed by, or

for, Ranaranga Malla, sovereign of Dhara.*

Sucli commentaries on the Tattwa-samdsa as have been pro-

curedj will now be named.

I. The Sarvopakdrini, by a nameless writer.

II. The Sdnkhya-sutra-vivarana, also by an anonymous
author.

III. The Sdnkhya-krama-dipiM, Sdnkhydlankdra, or Sdn-

khya-sutra-prakshepikd ;f likewise of unknown paternity.

lectively, S'ri-Ms't-rdja-sdgara. I have seen at least twelve or fifteen works

by its author, who composed largely in Hindi and Marahatti, no less than in

Sanskrit.

* For this appropriation I am indebted to the learned Pandit Kas'inatha

S'astri Ashtaputra, of the Benares College. The Pandit is by far too well

acquainted with Bhoja Raja's commentary on the Yoga-siitra, to have mis-

taken it for the Hfya-vdrtika The Litter treatise, he assures me, was in his

possession several years, duung which he constantly lectured on it to his

pupils.

The only surviving extract from this work, generally known, is found in

the couplets quoted, by Vachaspati Mis'ra, near the end of the SdnJcJiya-

kaumudi ; and m the Sarvopakdnwi. They have been cited in the note at

p. 27j supra
'

f This work was published and translated by Dr. J". R. Ballantyne, in

I860; pp. 65, 8vo. Its titles were, at that time, unascertained.

Dr Rder Journal of the Asiatic Society of Bengal for 1851, p. 405

states that the author of the Sdiilcliya-tatlwa-mldsa imputes this work to

A'suri ; but he contests the credibility of this attribution, on the showing

of the commentary itself. It does not positively appear, however, that

the author of the SdnJchya-iattwa-mldsa is speaking of the SdnMiya-krama-

dipikd.

For Panchas'ikha as scholiast of the Tattwa-samdsa, see p. 12, supra,

foot-note.

To revert once more to A'suri : since the first sheet of this preface was

printed, a commentary on the Sliad-dars'ana-samuclicliaya has been, procured,

in which occurs the only passage attributed to this sage, that has yet offered

itself to view. It is as follows ;



IV. The Tattwa-ytithdrthya-dipana, by Bhava Ganes'a Dik-

shita,* son of Bhava Vis/vvanatha Dikshita, and pupil of Vrjnana

Bhikshu.

V. An unnamed volume of annotations, by Kshemananda^
son of Raglmnandana Dfkshita.

The Sdnkhya-kdrikd, by iVwara Krishna, J ranks, in Hindu

estimation,, and deservedly, foremost among the Sankhya com-

The Shad-darsf

ana~samuchchaya, I now find, has, for its author, Hari-

bhadra Sun The commentary on it, to which reference is here made, the

Shad-dars'ana-vritti, is by Charitra Smha Gam., disciple of Mati-bhadra

Gain, disciple of .Bhava-dharma Gani, a scholastic successor of Jma-bhadra

Sdri, disciple of Jma-raja Sun.

Hari-bhadra Stiri gives an account of the origin of the word SdnkJiya,

which, as being altogether novel, deserves to be produced. "While acknow-

ledging the connection of Kapila with the Sankhya, he alleges that the

followers of this doctrine receive their appellation from the first doctor of

their school, Sankha or S'ankha. His words are : T^JU
fi?} -3^1 | And, elsewhere : ^T^SJ Tf?T

1 ^f T& ^TT^ T: I rfT^^T ^T ^ 1^
I

vj

* He has also commented on the Yoga-sutra, in the Yogdnus
fdsana-mtra^

vritti. Another of his works is the Prabodha-chandrodaya-chich-chandriM,
or scholia on the Prabodha-chandrodaya drama.

f Author, also, of the Nava-yoga-kalloU, or Nydya-ratndkara ; a concise

treatise explanatory of the Yoga Aphorisms. He describes himself as belong-

ing to a Kanyakubja family of Ishtikapura, our barbarized Etawah, I am
told. The only copy I have inspected of Kshemananda's notes on the

Tattwa-sam&sa, is imperfect in its latter half.

% The history of I's'wara Krishna is utterly unknown. Swapnes/wara, in

, makes him one with Kahdasa: f^ KJRT^T ^TT%-
T! I These words are continuous with the extract given

m a foot-note to p. 10, supra. The only two MSS. of the Kaumudi-pral/id
that I have seen, are defective at the conclusion, where Swapnes'wara may,
perhaps, have enlarged on the traditional identity which he reports.
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II. The Sdnkhya-tattwa-kawnudi, or Sdukhya-kaumadi ; by

Vaehaspati Mis'ra,* pupil of Martanda-tilaka Swami.

Gaudapada's Bhdshya on the SdnkJiya-JcariM, including the Memorial

Verses, was published, by Professor Wilson, at Oxford, m 1837* Prefixed to

tbe originals is the Professor's translation of the commentary, accom-

panying Colebrooke's version of the text.

* There seem to have been two learned Hindus of the name of Vachaspati

Mis'ra. Of the lawyer so called, Colebrooke says :
" No more than ten or

twelve generations have passed since he flourished at Semaul in Tirhut."

Digest of Hindu Law, &c, Preface, p. xix. ; 8vo. ed. of 1801. The same

writer, after speaking of Vaehaspati Mis'ra, the author of the Bhdmati*

nibandha, goes on to remark :
" This is the same Vachaspati whose com-

mentaries on the SdnJchya-kdriM of I's'wara Chandra [Krishna], and on

the text and gloss of Patanjah's Yoga and Gotama's Nydya, were noticed in

former essays. He is the author of other treatises on dialectics (Ny&ya),

and of one entitled Tattwa-bindu, on the Purva-mtmdnsd as it is expounded

by Bhatta. All his works, in every department, are held m high and deserved

estimation." Miscell. Essays, Vol. L, pp. 332-3. It hence appears as

if Colebrooke recognised this Vachaspati as distinct from some other, from

the jurist, in all probability. This distinction seems, m truth, to be indis-

putable; and yet I am unable to pronounce on the precise date that

should be assigned to Vachaspati the lawyer ; and materials fail me
to verify the decision as to his age, cited above from Colebrooke, In the

Dwaita-mrnaya, he mentions that he wrote that work at the instance of

Java, consort of Bhairava Raja, and mother of Purushottama ; but he

enters into no further particulars, In another of his tracts, however,
the Vwdda-chmtdmani, he alleges that, with a view to composing it, he had

consulted, with other works, the EatndJcara. Now, the Ratndkara is

known to have been prepared under the superintendence of Cbandes'wara,
minister of Harasmha Deva, son of Bhaves'a, princes of Mithila ; and it

specifies, as the time of its publication, the S'aka year 1236, or A. 1). 1314.

Beyond this point, Vachaspati the lawyer cannot, then, be carried into

antiquity.

The elder Vachaspati Mis'ra is several times quotedm the Sarva-dars'ana-
sanffraha ofMadhava A'charya; and his gloss on Vyasa's Yoga-bhdshya,
as likewise his Tattwa-lcaumudi, is there mentioned in conjunction with'
his name, According to Colebrooke, Miscell, Essays, Vol. L, p, 301,
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This treatise lias, in turn, furnished occasion for several expo-

sitions. Such are :

" Madhava flourished towards the middle of the fourteenth century." The
'* no more than ten or twelve generations which Colebrooke reckons back

from 1796 to Vachaspati the jurist, would he exhausted, even if Indian

life averaged so many as J;hree descents and a half to a century, long
before we reached the time of Madhava A'charya. Moreover, I have seen a

copy of part of the BMmati-mbandha, which was transcribed in the Samvat

year 1428, or A. D. 1372, a date irreconcilable with Colebrooke's com-

putation.

Yachaspati, in the brief enumeration, at the close of the RMmati-niban-

dha, of his own compositions., eight m number, does not name, among them,

a single one on jurisprudence. This list, as expanded in the Vedanta-kalpa-

taru, embraces the following works : one on the Nyaya, the Nyaya-vdrtika,'

tdtparya-tikd; one on the Sankhya, the Tattwa-Tcaumuctt j one on the

Yoga, the Tattwa-s'dradi; one on the Mimansa, the Nydya-kani&d, a

gloss on the Vtdhi-vweJca ; one on Bhatta's exposition of the Mimansa,

the Tattwa-linduj two on the Vedanta, the Tattwa-samfksM, \\hich is

commentary on the Brahma-siddhi, and the Bhdmati.

Vaehaspati does not profess to confine himself, in this catalogue, to his

writings of a certain class. Neither have we any hint that he was an author

by proxy. These works must, of themselves, have cost good part of a life

of study ; and it is scarcely probable that, had the philosopher also become

famous as a legal authority, his twofold character would not be celebrated,

to this day, among the learned of India.

Several of these works are no longer known to exist. There is some

uncertainty whether Tattwa-s'aradi be another name for the Pdfanjala-

sutra-bMsliya-vydkliya , but it seems, from the Veddnta-kalpataru, to be so.

Colebrooke is, perhaps, incautious in saying that Vachaspati
e
*is the author

of other treatises on dialectics," besides the Nydya-vdrti&a-tatparya-tfkd.

Vachaspati, in the Bhdmatf-nibandha, speaks of himself as living in the

reign of one Nriga Raja. Common fame makes him to have been a native

of Tirhfrt i and his family name, Mis7
ra, marks him as a native of Gangetic

Hmdusthan.

Colebrooke Miscell. Essays, Vol. I , p. 233 seems to be of opinion tfcat

the title Tattwa-kaumudfis applied to Vachaspati's Sankhya work only by

comparatively recent abbreviation. But the concluding distich of the book
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a. The Tattwa-kauwtodi-vydkhyd, by Bharati Yati, pupil of

Bodharanya Yati.

b. The Tattwdrnava, or Tattwdmrita-prakdstini ; by Ril-

ghavauanda Saraswati,* disciple of Adwayananda or Adhwaryu

Bhagavat-pada, disciple of Vis'wes'wara.

c. The Kaumudi-praWidj by SwapnesVara, son of Va-

hims'a.t

d. The Tattwa-chandra, by Narayana Tirtha Yati,J pupil

of Vasndeva Tirtha, and disciple of Rama-govinda Tirtha.

e. The Sdnkhya-tattwa-vifdsa, Sdnkhya-vritti-prakdtfa, or

Sdnkhydrtha-sanlchydyika ; by Kagliunatha Tarkavagfs'a IJhat-

tacharya, son of S'iva-rama Chakravarti, son of Chaudravaiulya,

itself, if not spurious, contains the shorter form. It also occurs ni the lint

of Vachaspati's works, as lately detailed; and m Mudhava. A't^hdrya^M

Sarva-dars'ana-sanf/raha.

The SdnkJiya-kaumudi was published in Calcutta, in the Samvat year

1905, or A. D. 1848 : pp. 49, small 8vo.

* To a writer or writers of this or similar name, Hindu literature IH

beholden for a number of volumes on the Vedanta and Mimunsu. See my

Catalogue, &c., Vol. L, pp. 70, 92, 139, and Appendix.

Raghavananda quotes Aniruddha, and was, consequently, posterior to him*

t Yahinis'a had a brother surnamcd Vidyamvasa; and this is the title of

the father of Rudra Bhattacharya, the logician. A person called Swapues'-
wara has contributed a series of annotations on the Aphorisms of S'amhlya,
entitled S'tinditya-s'ttta-sutrt-bJidsJiya*

* Of this work I have seen only a fragment of the beginning, ^oitijf over

Vachaspati's notes on the first eight JcariMs.

For several other works by Narayana Tirtha Yati, see my Catalogue, &(.

Vol. I, pp. 88, 107, and Appendix. Colebrooke says,
" He was author

likewise of a gloss on the Yoga-s'dstra, as appears from hw own references

to it." Miscell. Essays, Vol. I,, p 233. This statement has been nub-

stantially verified. There occurs, m his Sfakhya-chandrikti, a paHgt HI

which he speaks of his commentary on the Yoga-sdtra.

At p. 67 of this volume there are three couplets, introduced as if orijrmal.

Two of them are cited by Narayana Tirtha Yati, who, therefore, perhaps
came after Vijnana Bhikshu.
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son of Kas'inatha, son of Balahhadra, son of Sarvavanda Mis'ra.

This Is little more than a jejune epitome of the Sdnkhya-kau-

mudi3 with a preface briefly explaining the Tattwa-samdsa,

which it repeats.

/. The Sdnkhya-tattwa-vibhdkara*

III. The Sdnkhya-chandrikd, by Narayana Tirtha Yati*

author of the Tattwa-chandra, which has been, spoken of above.

IV. The Sdnkhya-kaumudij-\ by Eama-krishna Bhattacharya^

who is said to borrow freely from the author of the work last

named.

The Sdnkhya-sdra-viveka} or Sdnkhya-sdra}% by Vijnana Bhik-

shu, consists of an expansion of the Sdnkhya-kdrikd, and an

abridgement of the writer's own Sdnkhya-pravachana-bhdshya.

* This work I know only from the 1st Yol , by Dr. Weber, of Die Hand-

schriften-Verzeichmsse der Komglichen Bibhothek . Berlin: 1853, p. 638.

Dr. Weber is in doubt whether its author's name be, or be not, Yans'idhara.

t Colebrooke's Miscell. Essays, Yol. I , p 234. This work I have not

seen. Lassen Gymnosophista ; Pref., p. ix. makes it possible that it

bears the second title of Sdnkliya-sdra, Pi of. Wilson leaves this point un-

discussed. SdnJcJiya-Jcdnka, Preface, p. vii.

Oolebrooke calls Rania-krishna ** a learned, and not ancient, writer of

Bengal." He may be identifiable with Rama-krishna Bhattaeharya Cha-

kravarti, pupil of JElaghunatha Bhattaeharya S'lromam. See my Catalogue^

&c., Yol. I , p. 51.

J In prose and verse; three chapters of the former, and six of the latter.

The metrical portion consists of kdrikds ; and contains about 270 couplets,

principally in the anushtubh measure. Colebrooke calls this work a '* trea-

tise on the attainment of beatitude in this life." Miscell. Essays, Yol. I,,

p. 231. Its scope is, however, rather wider; comprehending salvation m
general, as the meed of Sa.ukhya perfection.

The Rev. William Ward adventured an English translation of this treatise,

in his work on the Hindus ; Vol. II , pp. 121172 : 8vo. ed. of 1822.

Immediately succeeding the invocation of the Sdnkhya-sdra-viveka,, is the

following passage :
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The Sdnkhya-tattwa-pradipa, by Kaviraja Yati or Bhikshu,*

pupil of Vaikuntha, is a brief exposition of the Sankhya system,

The Sdnkhi/drtha-tattiva-pradipikd, by Bhatta Kes'ava, son

of Sadananda, son of Bhatta Kes'ava,, is a treatise resembling

the last.f

Mr "Ward's version of these couplets runs thus :

" The nature of spirit

was examined by me briefly in the Sdnkhya-Jcdrikdi according to my

ability I now publish the Sdnlchya-sdra-mveJca, in which I have collected the

essence of the Sankhya doctrines, which may all be found in the kdnkds,"

The obvious rendering is, however, very different .
e The Sdnkhya-kdrikd

has discussed the nature of spirit but meagrely : Vrjnana, in the Sankhya-

s&ra-viveka, therefore dilates on it. On the other "hand, the processes of the

Sankhya have, in the kdrikd collection, been, for the most part, enunciated :

accordingly, they are here set forth sparingly so far only as they are there

left unnoticed.
3

Mr. Ward's text was, clearly, the same as my own, with the exception of a

first ease, m the second verse, instead of a seventh.

* Author of the Tattu>a-dipa also. See my Catalogue, &c., Vol. L, p,

109.

t Colebrooke speaks of a Sankhya work entitled SangraJia, I do not

recall having met, in the course of my researches, with any reference to it.

See MiscelL Essays, Vol. I., p. 234.

Raya Mukuta, annotating the word upalabdhi, in Ins gloss on the Amara-

Icos'a, apparently quotes from a work called ScLnfahya-dars'ana.

The SdnJchya-muMdvatt, by Vodhu, is, further, a Sankhya work possibly

now, or once, in existence ; if the bare word of a man who has declared to

me that he once possessed and studied a copy of it, is to be received. But I

strongly suspect that he fabricated the title of the treatise, for the occasion.

The Rev. Mr. Ward has published a list of Sankhya compositions, in his

work oa the Hindus; Vol. IL, p. 121: 8vo. cd. of 1822. Tins list is,

however, one mass of errors, and errors almost too gross to deserve advert-

ence. It assigns the Kapila-bhdshya to Vis'wes'wari, perhaps instead of

Vijnanes'wara, as one sometimes hears Vijnana Bhikshu incorrectly called j

while it speaks of the Sdnkhya-pravachana-bMxhi/a as a distinct com-

position, and neglects to name its author. Vachaspati Mis'ra's SdnkhyQ<-

kaumudi\$s in like manner, duplicated. Tins for a sample,
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Of the history of our com entator, Vijufina Bliikshtt, or

Vijn&na Yati, little has been discovered. We are even unac-

quainted with the civil appellation that Le bore previously to

commencing cenobite j and the period at which he flourished^
if not wholly referrible to conjecture, can be determined only
by approximation. He must have preceded IST&ges'a Bhafta,
the epitomiat of one of his works, who may have been living ia

the year 1713.* Three of his disciplesf are known by name:
Bhv& Ga^es'a Dikahita4 Prasfida Midhava Yogi, and Divya

The ignorance of our pandits very ordinarily confounds Vijn&oa Bhiksha
with Vijn&nes'wara, or Vijnina Yogi, author of the 3*tdk*kar&> the cele-

brated commentary on the Y&jnavalkga-smritL But there is no evidence

whatever that they are identical. YyufcnesNvara, vrho bore the title of

Bhattfiraka, was son of Padman&bha Bhatta, of the stock of Bharadwaja*
HIB preceptor was Yaa'wartipa Afch&xya, likewise a scholiast of Yijnavat-

kyfiu I shall not undertake to establish that this Vis'warftpa A'charya was

the same person as Snres'waia A'ch&rya, secularly known as Mandana

Mi&'ra, a disciple of S'ankara A'ch&rya. See my Catalogue, &c., VoL I,

pp. 89, 91, 131.
* See a foot-note to p* 32, supra. In the prefatory verses of Tijuana's

Fdtanjala-lhdshya-vdrtika, according to one of the many 31SS. of it which

I have examined, allusion ifl made to o&e Bhavadeva, as an authority on the

Yoga. Bhavadeva Mis'ra of Patna, author of the P&tanjal{ydbk**ev&-

bh&shya, a commentary on the Yoga-siitr*> seems to be intended. But of

age I know nothing.

M. Saint-Hilaire says :
" Tin maltre n"a g&ieraleraent qu'un disciple ;

gorou n* a qu'un hralimatch&ii." Premier H&uoire SDT le SAnkhja, p, T.

Again :
" La science, ainsi que j*ai en occaaioa de le dire au tlebut de ce

m6inoire, se transmet, dans 1'Inde, habituellement d'un seul maitre a un

seul disciple
"

B>ii, p. 264. This is news in India. Such unnatural cases

no longer e^iat, if, indeed, they ever existed.

t I have seen a MS., without date, of the 7\w#ra-cA#J?>u or Dharma-

{m&sd-sangraha, an elementary Miminsi disq^undtion, by Krishna Deva,

son of fifcna A'chfcrya, which professes to be in the hand-writing of this per-

son. I hardly lyuJwiA to consider the age of tius MS. to be a couple of cen-

turies, at the most.

Author of the^*^^^*^^^^*^^^ or tfritJr/ia-rwttcAaya, a dia-
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Sinha Afifau* VQnina ie the author of at lowi vo nv<ml

works, all of which are concerned with philosophy. Tlicir

titles, in. the older, mainly, in which they wero compowtM are

as follow* : the Vijn6a6mrita or Brdtor^fcra-ryit-rytiMytiA

the 8faMya-pr<ivachana~&M(*fy* or 8dn&hya-Mttiitftifu, tho

Pt\tajyala~bn&ithya-v6rti*a or Yb^a-v(r^iAaf )|
the >V//%.

stfra-viveka or Sdnkhya-s&ra, and the Yoga-sdru-ttanynthu or

I hare not proposed., in this preface, to treat of the

y&tem otlienrisethaiiTnth reference to the nbor(lxnai Hii

of biography and bibliography. A number of obvionn

hare, however, emerged for deviating from those rigid

Yet, for thus trespassing beyond my limits, no apology nuiy, |KT

hapw, be expected; and none, certainly, will borof[itisifi for a
few sentences iu defence of my proper charge, Vtfnfina HJukshu,
--.,._-_. - ____ - __ *

^^^^^^^^^"^^^^^^^"**^^*^^*^*^^1^^*^^**^*^^^^**^*^^B"*^^t^^^

wrtation on tin following enigmatical couplet, which it* expounder cfiutiw
to denAO from the 3Takdbh<trata .-

t

h. (linerbitibn iu four .ection^ one being allotted to cacli Bm.fr of
foe

Div5 Smlu Mnfta EM writtw a commentary, by name
oa the work

EuJ.nu-iu?
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In India, at least, Vijnana Bhikshu's ability as an expositor
of the S&nkhya philoaopliy stands unimpeached. It has, how-

ever, at last been disallowed by so considerable a scholar as M.
Saint-Hilaire. Bat it -will be easy to evince, after the ensuing ex-

tract, whether our scholiast's judgement, particularly as regards

the specific point on which the European philosopher arraigns it,

be as immature as has been represented.

M. Saint-Hilaire translates and descants on the twenty-fifth

of fa'wara Krishna's memorial stanzas, as follows :

" vivr<nvoiNauia*MB SLOKA DB fc* XABIKA.
" ' L'enumble des once principea doufc de bonte emane du mm quaad

il et modifi* egalemeut par la boat*. Du moi consiilere eomme element

primitif viemient lei element. grower, j U ert alon obscor ; t ccttc double

Emanation u'a lieu que par I'lnfluence de ractivit&*

"
Lowque dan. Ifl moi la boat* 1'emporte rar robscurit* et iur la mMwn-

cetS ou puaion. le moi eit ewentusttement pnr ; et. dM le langage ,1

nncietu, maltret^e moi, a cet tnt, c.t Ppel6 modifie. S. Writable nttun ,

tfert d'etre affect* par la bonti ; et quoad U ert ainsi afffecte, la mo,l.fitfio

qu'il teooit ert celle qa'U doit veritablement recevoir ; ce n'e* pa. ,u 4nel-

que aorta ima modification pour lui, putaque urn een c'e.t drtre b,,u,

C'e.t du moi dan. cette dporitim que wrteut fe. on pruicip,^ *****

aJor. comme lui de b<mt& Oa se rappelle que le. oe pimnpe* .iU

menta gro-uen, lei Bboutam. w> P r &?* #
criation^ .olt le. owe org^ dou. iU tart*

^> Ic^
aier., le moi a b^oin de riutervaufaou de 1 e W

red by my preeeeM._ ^^^ . 4 . Jhe Hhi

Prof. Wfl.ou formerly wrote of
beail> ^

.., all ihe attribute, of^^^es tbe .*** rf

e^U raja.. *****" f^tSTrf ^ * * * ;

the raja..

*
Q 2
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In India, at least, Vijn*na Bhikrfm's aTrility as an expositor
of the Sinkhya plulosophy stands unimpeaclied. It IMS, how-
ever, at last boen disallowed by ao considerable a scholar aa M.
Saint-Hiloire. Bat it will be easy to evinoe, after the ensuing e*.

tractj whether our scholiast's judgement, particularly as regards
the specific point otx which the European philosopher arraigns it,

bo as immature as Las been represented.
M\ Saint-IElaire translates aad descants on the twenty-fifth

of IVwara Ejrishqa's memorial stanzas, as follows :

BLOKA. DB LA EAHIKA.
** e

I/cnaembla dea onze pnncipoa doua de tont mone flu moi quand
il eat modifi.6 6galem.ent par la bont& Du moi consider*? eomme lemour

pnmitif vierment lea ffl&nenta gromen; d eat alor* ob*cor ; et cctto double

Emanation u*a lieu qae par 1'influence de Vactivitf
>c
Zionqm duu 10 moi labonti Vcmporte aur l'oLcurit< et nur la mfrhatt-

cet^S ou pamouj le moi eat easeobellflment pur ; et dans le Ungoge ties

anciens materet,le moi. & cet ^tat, cat appeUS modifi. Ba T<5ritable notuns

cfcfit d'Atre affect^ pur la TKntS , et quand il eat ainai affecttf, la moihfication

qu'il revolt eat celle qu*il doit vfintabloment recavoir ; ce n'eat paa en qnel-

que ftorte une modification pour lm puisque on eaaence c*est d'etre boiu

C*ert du inoi duu cette diapoaiiion qne aortcnt lea onze principef, ilou^

alor oommo lui do bonft^ On e rappdla que lea onxe pnncipc acmt L-*

Cinq orgaoes de perception, lea cinq mgaoes d^actaon, et le manu oa le

ec&ur, plac^ an ouzi&ine rang. Qoand an oontraire le moi eat afftcte d'ob-

acuri^ on ne Vappelle plua Yeiknto* IB modrftf ; uuua on Tappelle Bhou-

tadi, I'fil&ncnt pnmitrfp 1'obacur j et tfeat do lui que aortent lea cuui t-

mentt growien, lea Bhoutfcni. Maia pour prodni i'unfi ou Tantre de cca

cr^abon^ ioit lea onze orgaiia doo& de boub?, aoit lea euoq fiWmeuti po*-

aien, la moi a beaoin de rmterveutaou da VachviM.* P*r Im-meme fc moi

"* The three ffuf** aw,itmaylutUlaiiimwad ndtlla; and I fediu tl*

attempt of nnprormg on the mtorpretatioiia of tliem that toe been vca-

turei lyy my predeceBaora.

no mtaa formerly wrote of them a. follox... TU. Huidu syrteui

dl O. atbibate. of .pmt octu>B. mde toe la, or

** -**-- The ** compn-e* theTT.
Z ievd, ti>eLut. the pnce of A erO, .a1

* good S d the middle one i. a auxed Duality, m bidi tLc

o 2



iuoceafe, <rt ootnwa *i*t' I*** *

a k ** P'aW
adrf HHtttaM A> k ]

produce. . organ*, t pour lea prod.** U flrt Aoiw *
*ou< <Tobiewfc& U pwduit In cinei aliment. pomon.

Cette rolatK du aoi pent pwitoft auMd bwmo QUO flmiw* m

b penile, qufiUe qu'a oit d*taHeiir k valenr, et fort clww* y rt ! nm.

commc on rintt *' ft
1 ftwv

mettaeu a

B ratend le doka de 1 BMki en ce too* qne c'ctfc lo moi qni domti

Moee anz onze agues dtue pert, et d*aat part oux cinq ^It^t'nf- J*n*-

nen. Sbu VidjnAn* Bhikshoo, k oommentateu* do SoAttiw* vutnul ttnti

of the ffectm and powiona u strongest, and gives owAMonnl

nane to good and ilL
M

Qumterty Onental Ma^awuo ft>r

f. Si. In tlienext page be addi :
"
S'lfdhara awl NilaUutltu, tt t > Uws

uitiet tattoo by e&airya, firtonett, fortattulo : but tlicy iutatfl tiw nuiv

thaiB, in fiurt, mtb fhe aafftoa quaUty, or the Mona $olul <f tin- u]ri]dtt

man wlw ia unmoved by ignorance and pftwoo. Zt appear* t IK- tin-

as the Tempeittitaa ox TwunjmJlit of the Stoics, whilst

he e^pgreiKd by Pertiufatxo, and fomot by Zntcmpcrautm.'*
Mr. J. EKw unhwtHatangly tender* the name* of the quotitu* by

"
jmw" " "

depiavity nus&ni^ to i-vil t" n4
V belwvc* th* apoeiypbal Sancfaonkthoji to hare had omo iitkliug ttf tliwitt

't^hmwOibM, and to have biingled Hunt in ta myrtical thjuogouy. Notiw
of the ftSmdjra, of BodMyam. in. the Quarterly CWteataJ Mftjawiitt, fr

pp. fl, 15, and 16.
^*^

fc eroi.

caohe one idfe

*ntqw to. <* dawlcor
,

dau.ee*--*.^^^
Inmara,wm^ i^Kre

il nr

P*'w M.'wobew le gavkfay*, p. 317.
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autromont la penale de Kapibu Je neni de dire quo le Sodt Am

cut ici complftemexii identiquc, tauf ira neutrt en place d'nn maralm, u
TUTU do la KftnkL Ainu lai deux commentateura ont le neme teite rt }

<liffruuoe d'interpr^tahoix nerepow pat Komuc ddRSrcnce de nwb* fhr

TiajntLna comprcnd qum *agit id. non pw d reinble dei onw jm

rattaxit (lu moij moil da onxi&ne prixuape, o*aat-!Wire da TMHI>I cUi

quit rfl^nn toutes lei rfiflaififffltioT1^ flgim rfguh&rementt conuoe on 1 1

*u ouzi&no wuag, perce qu'il ert tout i la tea* orgtmede pewiiticm *t

U'oction. D &odrait done ftire id nn dumgemeut eonaulcmUe, rt

tuer le xnauui fiaz onne organes* Je doit dire

en rien, et que le tarte, oit avec le neutre de Knpilo, w-t au. 1-

maaculin d'ltwm Knrinu. ae ptfte egatanent busa i Tun et I* Vaunt- * *.

" Si rm adopte I'dxpEcation de VWjnana, U fcudtwt ttodiuiv U- 1 j ,t-

einquifeme ttoka de la tyw rawntes

Lo oMieme pnnp dooide bwrtfi emau du mm qnim.l V vu . *t

moAifid egdemant par la boot*, da online pnnetpe ..^J * *w-

priim^^e^ent to. ^eut grower.

et too. deux, pnneipe et te tnffl.

fir-
cette expUcattcm t eu

'

.art., i-^ctemen du moi ta

first of dl, ft attefttwn.
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In the preceding extract we read that it is of the essence of

egotism to be good. Yet it is no more so than it is of its es-

produced from egobun, only "by the intermediate agency of the elementary

The mistake which Prafewor Wilson fall* into, after his attempt to ear*

rect Colebrooke, can euxly enough be accounted for* Gangapfcda says :

I ini'R W4d*fl1R: V HI41U T^Jr I This the Professor

translates them: "The first element of the elements is darkness ; there*

flbre it is usually called iha dark." But the word here rendered by
"

first ele-

ment** would, as masculine, mean 'first being/ if it were a substantive;
*
first dement1

requiring, not dtKbhtftah, but ddibhtitam* Being, however, an

adjective, it refers to bMt&k, the second factor of which it justifies etjmolo-

gically. This reference should have been evidentfrom the gender of uttoft,

ra, and t&neua; and also from that of bakula*, which, with ita present

ending, and* moreover, as it stands in the sentence, could never be an

advetb. It is not propounded that the elements originate from their like,

from an element ; and, while nothing is predicated of darkness, darkness

ii predicatedu characterizing one of the varieties of egotism. The passage

cited above will, therefore, admit of no other translation than such as

this :
*
It, origin qf tfa element*, is ongrnary, mr., of the dements : stiff aim

surchargedwith darkness t and hence is called dark/ To bear out Professor

Wilson's English, the Sanskrit should have stood thus;

I WT ^ HitIB

In giving the passage from Gauap6da I have supplied it with punctua-

tion, and the only punctuation that it will abide.

In the FttJivu-purfna, at 1 , 12, 3, the term UA4& 'generative of the

dements/ epitheticaUy employed in place of 'dark egotism** is again ren-

dered, by Professor Wilson,
"

first dement." See his Translation, p. 93,

line 12.

Professor Wilson* building on his oversight, indulges in the following

comment* which may now be cancelled :
" There u a remaikable expres-

oion in the JBhdshya, which presents a notion familiar to all ancient

cosmogonies. Gaudap&da says,
* the first of the elements was darkness/

It is the first of the '
elements/ not the first of *

things ;* for it was pre-

ceded by unevolved nature, and intellect; and it is itself a modified form of

individuality. It therefore harmonizes perfectly well with the prevailing

ideas in the ancient world, of the state of things anterior to elementary or

vinbte creation, when ' chaos was, and night/ and when
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sence to be dark, or to be active. To the end that egotism may

acquire the distinction of pure, it is not necessary that it should

Hullus adhuc mundo praebebat lumina Titan,

Nee nova crescendo reparabat cornua Phoebe.

In the influence of the quality of foulness, or passion, for the word rajas

has both senses, may be suspected an affinity to the doctrine of an active

principle, the moving inmd, the eros, that set inert matter into motion, and

produced created things." Sdnkhya-lcdriM, p. 94.

Lasseu, who was the first to translate the whole of Is'wara Krishna's treatise,

had a right understanding of IMtddi. (< Caterva undenum essentiahs pro-

ficiscitur e sui sensu essential! ; rudimentalis ex (sui sensu) elementorum

generatore; haec caligmosa est. Ex impetuoso (sui sensu) utrahbet oritur

creatio." Twenty-fifth kdriM, in Gymnosophista, p 58.

C. J. H. Wmdischmanu prudently follows Lassen $ putting
"
Anfang der

Elemente" for bMtddi. Die Philosophic im Fortgang der Weltgeschichte,

p. 1816.

A revised version of the JcdriJcd in question is here submitted :
" The class

of eleven, consisting of purity, proceeds from egotism technically called

modified. From egotism, as the source of the elements, the rudimental

particles originate ; and this form of egotism is imbued with darkness. But

it is only from egotism when affected by activity that the one and the other,

the class of eleven and the elementary particles, take their vise
"

It may be observed that, while Professor Wilson, at p, 94 of the

Sdnlchya-kdnM, consideis egotism, m one of its kinds, as
" the first

of the elements," at p. 121 he places, by the side of the tan-mdtras e
subtile

elements/ which emanate from egotism, and give birth to the gross ele-

ments, as speciously comparable, the vroixe'ta trroixeW of JEmpedoclcs.

For the seeming parallel to these elemental ultimates, the Professor ought,

m consistency, to have gone back to dark egotism. But it has previously

been shown that the Sankhya does not recognise as elementary anything

antecedent to the particles so designated.

The Professor's remarks, incidentally bearing on the functions of llmtd-

di) at p. 164 of the Sdnlchya-kdrikd, are unsubstantiated. The text on which

these mistaken observations ar e founded, is as follows : ^cflwIlTW** WIT

%T^WW1T WraSfl t^T^nNPl^T ^3PT STWTCT rH "tren^i I

"
Thus, non-elemental creation, rudimental creation, conditional and ele-

mental creation, in beings of divine, mortal, brutal, and (immovable) origin,

are the sixteen sorts of creation effected by nature." Such is Professor
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consist wholly of purity; the mere preponderance of this qua-

Wilson's translation ; instead of winch we should certainly read :

< The
non-elemental creation, i. ., the rudimental creation and the conditional

creation, and the elemental creation, or the aggregate of beings of divine,

mortal, and brutal, origin, are the sixteen sorts of creation proceeding

mediately from nature/

My MS. wants the word Vfp^lT
' elemental creation ;' but its inser-

tion, as an equivalent of the ^T%3f: ^: of the 53d JcdriM, is quite im-

material. Moreover, I liave corrected a grammatical inadvertence.

The elemental creation has fourteen, divisions ; and the two branches of the

non-elemental count, each, as unity. The sum of sixteen is thus completed.

There is, then, no such respective reference, in the above passage, as may
have led the Professor to supply the word '

immovable/ and which induced

him to make the following comment :

"
Apparently, each of the four classes

of beings proceeds from, four modifications of nature , or, from the invisible

principles, from the subtile rudiments, from the conditions or dispositions

of intellect, and from the gross elements.
3 '

The evolution of the Sankhya principles as recited in the Vishnu-purana,

is strangely misrepresented by the translator. A single sample will suffice.

frfTNI* -^cpinfw <r?n a

ff *
I., 2, .

"
Elementary Egotism then becoming productive, as the rudiment of sound,

produced from it Ether, of which sound is the characteristic, investing it

with its rudiment of sound "
Translation, p. 16.

The correct rendering is, however :
* The element-engendering egotism,

being modified, then produced the rudiment of sound; and, from the rudi-

ment of sound, the ether, whose characteristic is sound : and this elernent-

engendeimg egofism, similarly to agents in processes before mentioned, invest-

ed the ether, which consists of sound/

Almost the entire page from which the passage above animadverted on is

taken, is disfigured by the style of misapprehension just pointed out. In

one place, in fact, in order to force the construction desired, the nomina-

tive buigular vdyil eiiphomcally required for vdyuhi$ made accusative.

Saintly liberties vastly more licentious than this, are often taken, in the

Puranas ,
but there is, in this instance, no temptation whatever to do vio-

lence to Punmi,
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lity being held sufficient for the purpose.* Further, the term

manas is said to mean ' heart/ At p, 30,, it is called "
I
3

esprit

-vital," At p, 106, a choice is allowed out of
"

le coeur/'
ee

1'esprit/' and,
"
pour prendre une expression plus juste et

assez souvent employee dans notre laugage philosopluque, le

sensorium commune"^ The manas is defined,, by Sankhya

authorities,, to be one of the soul's three internal organs, \vithout

which there is no experience of joy or grief; in the same way as,

for instance, but for the eye, one of the soul's external organs,

sight is impossible.

In order to adjust the twenty-fifth kdrikd after Vijnana's

conception of manas, M. Saint-Hilaire correctly premises that

this word must be substituted, in the couplet, for the eleven

organs. But, professing to effect this substitution, while he once

puts manas for the eleven organs, he puts it three times for ego-

tism. He also puts egotism for subtile elements, or, rather, gross

elements
;
for he foists this blunder of his own, as well as his bor-

rowed primitive element, on the injured commentator. Again,

purposing to censure Vijna"na, he remarks rightly, at first, that,
e
in the Sankhya system, accurately expounded, the five gross

elements issue from the five subtile elements and the five siib-

tile elements, and the eleven organs, from egotism/ Yet, in

*
Indeed, in the twenty-fifth Jcdnkd itself we have the word vtkrita 'mo-

dified' as a synonyme of sdttwika
'

pure.' Elsewhere, vaikdnJca '

modifica-

tional
3

occurs as its substitutes.

f Professor "Wilson had already explained manas to be " an internal

sense, a sensorium" SdnMya-kdrikd, p. 100. Colebrooke calls it a " sen-

sitive, material organ," and likens it to the 9vfj&$ of Pythagoras. Miscell

Essays, Vol. L, p. 418.

The word manas has often heen compared to the Greek fUvos ; but, whe-

ther as used in the Sankhya system, or elsewhere, it bears very little simila-

rity to this term, which
" seems most commonly to answer to the Latin word

impetus, and implies rather a physical, than mental, energy. Homer places

it, at different times, in the knees, the fl^uos, the crr^os, and the ^y."
Mitchell's Wasps of Aristophanes, p. 103.
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translating and annotating the twenty-fifth kdrikd, we have seen

that it is the gross elements which he derives immediately from

egotism,

But Vijnana has clearly enough set forth his view of the

twenty -fifth kdrikd, as M. Saint-Hilaire would have seen. Lad

he read, even, with the aid of Professor Wilson,, the scholiast's

interpretation of the eighteenth Aphorism of the second Book.*

After alleging mams to mean the eleventh organ,, Vijnana

explains
( both3

to refer to the intellectual organs and the

organs of action. The kdrikd will, then, run thus :
c The

eleventh organ, consisting of purity, originates from modified

egotism. From egotism, as the source of the elements, proceed

the rudimcntal particles ;
and this variety of egotism is imbued

with darkness. Prom egotism affected by activity, arise both the

intellectual organs and the organs of action.
7

Vijnana is, therefore, peculiar, as compared with some others,

in deducing, from pure egotism, but a single product, mind,

instead of eleven, viz., mind and the ten organs of intellection

and action : the latter being referred, by him, to the active

species of egotism ;
which is held, on the adverse interpretation,

to bo, independently, inoperative, but yet an indispensable con-

dition of energy 011 the part of the other two modifications of

the self-conscious principle. To defend, textuaUy, his exegesis of

the latter part of the twenty-fifth kdrikd, Vijnana must be suppos-

ed to contemplate the twenty-sixth kdrikd; inasmuch as the organs

of understanding and action are there mentioned for the first

time m the treatise : and this anticipation is clearly impractica-

ble, save by the dislocation of all syntax. Nevertheless, the im-

port which Vijuana contends for, is far from being a peculiarity

i Snya-n, p. 94. Professor Wilson here, too, however, requires

to be set right. Forgetting the order m winch he has just enumerated the

modified of egousm, he write. theother ten, from the Beondkmd;

and the element*, from the tkid." The words
<
second' and third must

be
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personal to himself only. Both the sets of Aphorisms attributed

to Kapila are silent on the topic under discussion ; and so is the

Mahdbhdrata* Arguing, however, from the Hindu point of

view, such as it is,, our commentator is supported by the divine

testimony of the Puranas, against the mere human authority of

IVwara Krishna and his successors.* At all events, the ex-

* The productiveness of active egotism is the doctrine of the Purdnas.

The MaMbMrata, after XIL, 11395, where it would be expected to pro-

pound either this view, or else one that would preclude it, is suggestively

mute. Can it be that this tenet is a developement dating subsequently to

I's'wara Krishna's time ; having been, since then, grafted on the Puranas ?

I quote, below, from these works.

Vishnu-purdna, L, 1, 46-7-

" This is tlie elemental creation, proceeding from the principle of egotism

affected by the property of darkness. The organs of sense are said to be

the passionate products of the same principle, affected by foulness ; and the

ten divinities proceed from egotism affected by the principle of goodness ;

as does mmd, which is the eleventh." Prof. Wilson's Translation, pp. 17?

18

In a foot-note to p. 16, Prof. Wilson repeats Gaudapacla's account of the

three sorts of egotism, but without directing attention to its contradiction

of his text.

For a passage to the same effect with the verses given above, see the

Bhdffavata purdna, III., 5, 29 seqq. : also III , 26, 27 seqq. It is the first

of these two passages that is cited, by Yijnana, at p. 118. Yiraraghava, m
his commentarya the BJidgavata-chandrifcd, wrests the word taijasdt, in the

fourth verse, into congruity with the dogmas of IVwara Krishna and his

school, by explaining it to denote f with the aid of passional egotism?

Add : ^Tf^KWTTTrr ^IT ^Tf^T$*reT I

11

T' 11

Kurma-purdna, prior section, 4th chapter.
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pression of amazement ventured by M. Saint- Hilaire
;

is alto-

gether gratuitous ; and it would have been well had he foregone

the temerity of impeaching, with headlong disparagement, the

adjudication, by so acute and learned a writer as Vijnanaj of a

nice philosophical punctuality. Vrjnana, so far from the pre-

posterous solecism of deducing any of the elements from mind,

expands the seventeenth Aphorism of the second Book in these

words :
' The eleven organs, and the five subtile elements, L e.,

sound, &c., are the products of egotism/* Gross from subtile

Pure egotism, here, again, is made to generate the ten superintending dei-

ties, who, according to the Sankhya system as ordinarily enunciated, except

in the Puranas, must form part of the world of animation, which ema-

nates from the subtile elements. The names of these deities occur m the

"BJiagavata-purdna, II., 5, 30. M, Burnouf, in his translation of this work.

Vol. L, p. 122, renders the appellation of one of them, Bis', by
"
les points

cardmaux." The directions are variously computed, by the Hindus, at four,

eight, and ten. Professor Wilson arbitrarily expresses Bit/ by
"
space."

Vithmi-'piiraya, p. 17, 28th foot-note.

An eleventh deity is recognised by some of the Puranas, the moon,

whose presidency is over mind.

In the verses quoted above, from the Ktirma-purtfiiQ., mind is strangely

said to partake of the two qualities of activity and purity.

The Sarva-dars'ana-sanyraha considers the ten organs and mind to be

effluences from pure egotism, and silently ignores any hypothesis of their

originating otherwise.

It is a curious circumstance that this work nowhere mentions the San-

khya Aphorisms ; its authority on hylotheistic matters> wherever a text is

to be cited, being the K&rik& of I's'wara Krishna.

An examination of S'ankara Acharya's Sarva-siddhanla-sangraha, which

I have not been able to procure, would, very probably, throw light on. the

Sttukhya as received in the eighth century. The ninth chapter of this

treatise is occupied with the doctrine of Kapila. See Zcitschvift tier Deuts-

cheii morgcnlandisclien Gesellschaft, Vol. I., p 200.

*
See, at p. 45, supra, M. Saint-Ililaire's incorrect translation of the

passage which I render thus, The essayist's heedlessness is, here, unac-

countable.
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follows of necessity.* As to the rest, his predilections, alike in

the present instance and elsewhere, are for the doctrines of the

original Sentences, as altered and amplified by Pauranika inno-

vation.

The Sankhya system assumes, in practice, the form of the

adoration of nature,t or, rather, of a sublimated ideal essence of

* In the Sankhya Aphorisms, the coordinate emanation, from the sub-

tile elements, of the gross elements, is expressly indicated as early as I., 61,

which M. Samt-Hilaire passes by, as has previously been shown : and

Vijnana, in his notes, is nowise eccentric m his paraphrase of this text.

t M&la-prakriti, the primordial agent, whose analogues, in the several

Hindu schools of philosophy, are too notorious to call for repetition. The

late Rev. Dr. W. H. Mill has likened it to the IVVOIOL of Gnosticism,
"

in

which, as in the Sankhya, vows, or intellect, fiwiM^ otherwise called ma-

hat, is the first-horn offspring; and then all separate individual essences."

Journal of the Asiatic Society of Bengal for 1835, p. 386. Such was the

dream of Valentine, as we learn from Irenseus : Aeyo-uo-t yap nva elvai <h/

dopdrois /cat a/caTOFO/Aacrrois ^a>/>ta<ri
re'Xeioy Atwva Trpoovra- rovrov Se

*

'

avrbv ax^p^TOV Kal doparov, dt'StoV T Kal ayivvqTOV

a[a TToXXrj yeyoveVat Iv d^retpots atcocri xpova/. Swu
v
Evvotav, w ST? Kal Xdptv Kal ^ty^v ovofJid^ovcrL. Kal ewoyOTJvai Trore

d^>*
ea-uroS 7rpo/3aXe<r$at

rov Bi;^w TOVTOI/ dpxV T^1/ ^ayrcoy, Kal

TT} <TVVV7rapxovrr} aur<J Sty]J. Tawr/i/ Se -UTTOC

/ / ' ^ "VT t* *l f \ *
TOTJTO Kat eyKVtJLQva yevo^m^v aTroKVYjcrai ISow OJAQLOV TG Kat to*ov

TOJ TrpojSaXovrt Kal /JUXPW x P^vra T^ peyzQos TOV Harpog. Tov Se Now

TOTJTW Kal Movoyerl] KaXoiicrt, Ilarepa Kal 'ApxV TWF Trdyrwv. ^vp.Trpo-

peBXwo-Oai Se aww 'AX^ctav. Kal elrat ra-ur^v TrpwTTjv Kal apx^yovov

TivOayopiKty TerpaKTiiv, ^v Kal pt^av rwv Trdvrcov /<aXoi)crty. ^Ecrrt yap

B-uflo? Kal Sty^ 7retra NOIJS Kal 'AX^aa. Irensei Opera, ed. Stiereu :

Lipsiae, 1853 : Tom L, pp. 10 seqq. Cyril, of Jerusalem, gives Valentine's

genealogy of the Aeons very differently :

CO B-U^OS eyewyo-c %^, Kal aTro

njs Sty^s TKV07rotL AoyoF, K. T, X. Catech. VI.

In the Refutation of all Ileresies, by Hippolytus, Irenseus's disciple,

it is shown, however, that Simon, the Samaritan sorcerer, a precursor
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tlic material world, for wlich the European languages, nowise to
tlieir discredit, want a name, That this scheme of speculation

of Valentine, had quite a different cosmogony,~-and not m nomen-
clature only : A-u'o dvl TrapacjWSes raiv o^y a&van/, /wjre <lpX^ ,}r
ripas %x<rcu, fab /uS<? ftfa fa ^ &fca/tt% 5^ <ioparos, <kara'-

&> ^ /u'a <aiverai avco&T/, #ns eori

6<W m Wvra, (Spo^ <H S Irlpa,

yemocra ra Travra. Simon's 'A-Tro^ao-tg MeyaX-^. Tide Ongenis
Uippolyti] Philosophumena, sive Omnium Hseresmm Refutatio, ed.

Emaiwmol Millers p, 173. Though Gregory of Nazianzus supported by
his commentators, Elias of Crete and Nicetas Serron declares that Simon

talked of both Bv$os and StyJ;, yet the evidence of what are, presumably,

the sorcerer's own words, is opposed to this assertion. Theodoret describes

Simon's nonsense similarly, as far as regards this pair of powers ; only, like

Iremxius, ho pttts
wBw>,a for St-y^. And yet he brings in "Ewota a second

time, as springing, with ^on/^j from Nous and 'ETrtVota. For this second

''llWota we must read *'0vojota.

Simon's 'Emi/oia thus appears to become, with Valentine,
v
Ei/voia ; only

the hitter is, now, mother of No9?3 instead of mate. "Eyyoia has, here,

however, another name, Si/y^; which is, with Simon, the appellation of the

source of 'ETTtyoia. But Simon's Siyfy otherwise calledHvpf has no obvious

partner, to serve as prototype to the paramour Bu$os. In other words, Simon

starts with a monad, while Valentine sets out with a duad. Valentine's

theory, in producing the world,, at the outset, by generation, is, therefore, in

one respect, nearer the Sankhya than is that of Simon ; who, to every ap-

pearance, maintains a twofold effluence, prior to any process of procreation.

The Sankhya first begets, and then introduces evolution.

For tiimou Magus' s /AeyaX^ Swa/us, see the Acts of the Apostles, VIIL, 10.

In the homilies ascribed to Clement of Rome, the expression "great power

of God," as applied, by Simon, to himself, receives the following turn :

St/AWV, <?plO"Tpa TQV @OU Swd/US &V3 Kol TOJV TOT/ OV OTJK etSoTO)!/ ffl

KttKOTroufJt TY;V e^ouo-tav 9((oy.
dementis Romam quae feruntur Homihae

Vigmti, ed. Dressel: Gottingae, 1853: p. 174. Simon's SiW/ws cannot

but remind the Sanskrit scholar of the Hindu s'akti. But the former term

was applied to either sex, whereas the othei is restarted to females.

Dr. Mill, m connection with the remark lately cited, puts forward a state-

ment touching one of the fundamentals of Hinduism, which, as coming
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A'charya's controversial adventures, a romance \vhich unques-

tioning credulity lias affiliated on Ananda Girl, the great

Vedantic doctor is represented as having been confronted,, in the

course of his rambles, by only a single Sankhya^ one Laksh-

mana. Though the heretic would, of course, eventually suc-

cumb; it yet cost his doughty opponent; in this instance, but few

words to boast a new pervert.*

In preparing the present publication for the press, I employed,

for the body of the work, three manuscripts, which agreed among
themselves to such a degree as to occasion little doubt or dif-

* Nor was S'ankara here constrained, in oider to enfoiee Ins creed,

to appeal to the argument of his disciples* staves and sandals : a mode of

propagandised to which, on the word of his biographer, he was, at all times,

sufficiently prone to have recourse.

The author of the S'ankara-dig-vijaya, unscrupulous fablei* as he was,

has yet described the Sankhya theory with sufficient accuiacy. It is difficult

to say whether lie is equally exact in his account of the ascendancy which it

had acquired, m his day, among its professors.

S'unkara's argumentation with Lakshmatja can readily be imagined ; but

Lakshmana's confession of faith, being bnefj shall be adduced. It purpoits

to be borrowed, and is as follows :

tf fi*

6 The chief one or primeval nature is the equilibrium of the three quali-

ties; the souice of the great principle, or intelligence, and of the rest of the

derivative material principles; undiscernible, as cause ; also discernible, m
it ft products ; singular m the woild , superior to what viz , intelligence is

itself superior, in a descending series.

'Through the mere worship thereof do men attain salvation, and Kapila

and other teachers engaged m the most exalted contemplation
'

The latter couplet, if not a forgeiy, is scarcely m accord with M, Sauil-

Hilairc's assertion :
te Le Bouddhisine csl devenu unc religion ; et c'est un

but que u'a jamais pourstiivi Tecole du Saukhya." Premier Mcmoire sur le

Sa/nkhya, p. 4.
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ficulty. None of them had a date ;
and they all wore a modern

appearance. For correctness they were respectable. As the

last pages of the sixth Book were passing through the prin-

ter's hands; two other manuscripts were obtained. One was

undated; the other was transcribed in the Samvat year 1711,

or A. D. 1654. They discovered few blemishes ; but, while

presenting, throughout, a great similarity to one another, they

differed, in many respects, from my earlier materials. Full

particulars of these discrepancies will be found in the Appendix.

This, for the benefit of Hindu students, I have given in San-

skrit
; but in a style so simple that no European who has passed

his novitiate in the classical language of India, will have reason,

to complain that it was not written in English. In this Appendix
I have, also, frequently referred to Amrtiddha's and Mahadeva's

readings of the aphorisms. Of these sentences, unaccompanied

by commentary, I had two excellent manuscripts. To ascertain,

the sentences the more completely, I likewise collated three

very accurate copies of Nages'a Bhatta's abstract of my author's

text. Nages'a cites the aphorisms at length,*

For the tedious array of emendations which deform the con-

* The first edition of the SdnJchya^pravacJiana^'b'hdsJiya bears the imprint
f Sei-cimpore, 1821 : Svo, pp. 220. This seems to be the publication an-

nounced as having been projected by
" Mr. Carey and his assistants," un-

der the auspices of the Council of Fort William, and the Asiatic Society of

Bengal. See Roebuck's Annals of the College of Port William, p. 157.

The faults of that impression need not now be made the subject of mmute
recital A characteristic sample of them may be seen m the foot-note at the

bottom of pp. 21 24 supra. The editors of the volume had the advantage
of a manuscript, or manuscripts, much superior to the use they made of

their appliances Several of the longer additional passages winch I derived

from my codices last procured, and which will be found in the Appendix,
occur m the Serampore edition also

In 1852, Dr. Ballantyne published the first fasciculus of " The Aphorisms
of the Sankhya Philosophy of Kapila, with Illustrative Extracts from the

Commentaries." It was followed, in 1854, by a second fasciculus, com-

pleting the fourth Book.
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elusion of the volume, I plead my distance from the press, and

the brittle-ness of Anglo-Indian type- etal.*

,

A Bangali translation of the SdnJchya-pravachana-bJidsTiya, entitled $<ln-

kTiya-lMsM-sangralia, was undertaken by Ramajaya Tarkalankara Bhatta-

eharya, son of Mntyunjaya. So, at least, the work itself sets forth : but the

Friend of India Magazine for 1823, No. VIIL, p, 567, makes them to be

joint translators ; and adds that they were, the last-named in succession to

the other,
"
chief pandits in the Supreme Court/' Mntyunjaya, surnamed

Vidyalankara, had previously been head pandit in the College of Fort

"William. This version conforms very closely to the Serampore edition of

the original, from which, while still unpublished, it appears to have been

prepared. How much of this translation was executed, or how much of it

was printed, I am unable to say. All that I have seen of it is a fragment

of 168 octavo pages, breaking off, abruptly, m the midst of the commentary

on the eighty-ninth Aphorism of the first Book according to my number-

ing. The volume was published at Serampore, in 1818. It opens with a

short preface in Sanskrit ; and it gives the sutras in the original language,

and m large characters.

At Benares I have seen, m manuscript, a prose translation, m the pro-

vincial dialect, of the Sdnkhya-siUra and of Vijnana's exposition in abstract.

The author was Ahitagm Rakshapala Dube ; who also showed me Hindi

versions, made by himself, on a like model, of the Yoga, Nyaya, Vais'e-

shika, Vediinta, and Mimansa, Aphorisms, and of S'aridilya's Sentences on

Devotion. Each of these translations was accompanied, like the Sdnkhya-

sutra, by a Hindi gloss, abridged from the Sanskrit.

* A more thorough search for defects than that which resulted in the

list of errata at the end of the volume, has yielded the following additional

ones :

P. 1. For read P. 1. For read

85 21 -*tnnSmn - nrrof 161 2L

12G 23 -c*m , -<g \ 165 15

129 9 -^jftWTx; -ii*tffTT 203 2

M7 5 -f^frsi2 -^ f^f^r^f: 210 13

15G 7 -fr^n- -wft[ T- 232 1

Appendix.

25 20 T T- TW- 40 22

37 21 - *w- 41 1

38 25 - i* - TS ^2 25



Iii bringing out this work, I have received assistance, in vari-

ous ways, from Pandits Kas'inatha Sastri Ashtaputre Piinekar,

Bechan Tiwari, Balakrishna Sastri Khandakar, and Vitthala

S astri Jos'i Ambuvekar. To each and to all I offer my grateful

acknowledgements.

Ajmere, Eajputana; the 10th of September, 1855.

ADDITIONS AND EMENDATIONS.

P. 1, notes, last line, For " niriswara" read "
niris'wara.'

9 The passage

here intended will be found at the sixth page of the present work.

P. 2, notes, 1. 1. Por "
corresponding" read "

corresponding, in some

measure."

P. 2, notes, 1. 4. Por "
^TT^U" 1'ead

"
^T^"W-"

P. 2, notes, 11. 20 and 26. For "^T^TT :" and "
sdnkhytih" read

"^gri^jrf;" an(j
a
sanlthydh"

P. 9, notes, 1. 7. Add references to the English translation of the Rig-

veda, Vol. L, p. 235, foot-note 5 and Vol. II , pp. 36 and DO, foot-notes.

Also see, for a view adverse to that hastily expressed by the wnter, the

Nvntfcta, Dawata-M-nda, 6, 7 : p. 171 of Roth's edition.

P. 9, notes, 1. 21. The S'abda-kalpa-druma, pp. 1831-2, cites the fiftieth

chapter of the Vdmana-purana, as making
1

Sanatkinnara, Saruitana, Sanaka,

and Sanandana, children of Dharma and Ilinsa. What follows, respecting

Kapila, Vodliu, Asun, and Panchas'ikha, is not altogether clear.

P. 9, notes, 1. 24. In the BMyauataypuraiia, L, 3, 11, Kapila is spoken

of as having only revived the Sankhya. Prom the same work, IX , 8, 14, it

appears, however, to be asserted that he originated it. The ensuing couplet,

from the last section of the Padma-purdna, is to the same effect ;

VisJinit-vyuJia-bheda-varnana chapter.

A Hindu would harmonize these discordant assertions by assuming that

they point to events of two several stages of the world's history,

P. 10, notes, 1. 22. If Colcbrookc Miscellaneous Essays, Vol I.,

pp, 230, 231 means to intimate that, in Gauclapada's commentary, Paneha-

s'ikha is said to be Kapila's disciple, either directly, or through A'suri, the

assertion is art oversight. That A'suri was Pauclias'ikha's preceptor U de-
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clared in tlie seventieth kctriM ; but on this couplet Gaudapdda makes no

remark.

P. 11, notes, 1. 14 For " 3" read 4."

P. 12, notes, 1. 3. Colebrooke Miscellaneous Essays, Vol. I., p. 231

speaks of the passage given at the bottom of p 10 supra, and referred to at

p. 17 infra, as being one of Panchas'ikha's sutras. But it is not so discri-

minated by Vyasa, nor by Vyasa's commentators, though they name Pancha-

s'ikha as its author. Colebrooke, it is evident, did not suspect that reference

was anywhere made to more than one work of this ancient writer.

P. 12, notes, 1. 25. Gaudapada cites this couplet twice. On one occasion

he reads "vaset" for "sthitah." The same distich is quoted by Chantra

Smha Gam, in his commentary on the SJiad.dars'ana-samuclicbaya.

P. 12, notes, last line. For "papmd" read et

pdpmd."

P. 14, notes, L 8. Of this passage the words ^TrfK^lft -ft ^T^j^fi
'

are adduced as Panehas'ikha's, in the concluding chapter of the Sarva-dar-

s'ana-sangralia.

P. 15, notes, 1. 22. For "
propitiation-service" read "satisfaction-service.*

5

The former term rather translates s'dnti, a very common office of religion,

among the Hindus.

P. 15, notes, 1. 31. In place of " Rudra" there are preferable grounds for

conjecturing "Ribhu." See the Translation of the Vislinu-purdna, p. 38.

P. 17, notes, 1 24. Elsewhere, however, it is denied that Kapila was son

of Kardama, by Devahuti ; another and later wife of the patriarch, of unspe-

cified name, being the sage's mother. As to Devahtiti, she is represented as

the daughter, not of Mauu Syayambhuva, as is ordinarily declared, but of

Trmabmdu. The original of these statements is expressed in the following

words :

T *r T

f%* trnuf

"JKT

Padma-purdna, Pdtdla-khanda, 97th chapter*

P. 20, notes, 1. 6. For " Gauri-varnana" read " Gaun-vivdha-varnana"

P. 20, notes, I. 8. For "
Kalupa" which should have been f c

Kalpa"

read "
Indraprastha,"
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P. 20, notes, L 15, The Kaptta-fffid, in a detached form, has also been

found. It professes to be a part of the Padma-purdna, and is concerned

With the practices of the yoga, or theocrasy.

P 21, notes, 1. 24. For "
Nagoji" read "

Nagojf."
P. 26, notes, 1. 21. According to Colebrooke, the Pas'upatas like the

followers of Mis'ra maintain "the distinct and separate existence of the

efficient and material causes of the universe." Miscell. Essays, Vol. I.,

pp. 407, 409, and 412.

P. 26, notes, 1. 26. The author of the Skat-tantri-sdra proves to be no

other than the NilaJcanthot, who annotated the MahdbMrata, and wrote

the Veddnta-kalalca. His parents were G-ovmda and Phullumbika; Ins

line was that of Gautama; his family name was Chaturdhara; and he resid-

ed at KCirpara, now Koupar, in Maharashtra, to the west of the Godavan,
near the temples of S'ukres'wara and Kaches'wara. A man who calls

himself grandson of this Nilakantha, is now living at Benares.

Govinda Dtkshita the Govinda above mentioned, or some other, but of

the Chaturdhara family- was father of 8'iva Dikshita, author of the Dhar-

ma-tattwa-praMs'a, the date of which is S'aka 1668, or A. D. 1746.

P. 27, notes, 1. 15. For
" fWkr" read

"

P. 28, notes, 1. 12. For
" -WITT" read

" -

P. 33, notes, 1. 5. For "
Ashtaputra" read "

Ashlaputre."
P. 33, notes, 1. 6. For "

Raja" read "
Raja

"
Correct similarly at p. 36,

notes, 1. 23; and at p. 37, notes, 1. 30.

P. 34, notes, 1. 15. The Jainas affect to have their own Sankhyas, Mi-

mansakas, &c. Mackenzie Collection, Vol. II., p. xxxvi.

P. 34, notes, 1. 29. The author of the Tattwa-ckandra gives the title of

Muni to Fs'wara Krishna, and distinctly calls him disciple of Panchas'ikha,

P. 35, notes, 1. 2. For "
Durga" read "

Durgu."

P. 35, notes, 1. 9. The use of aliases is by no means infrequent among
Hindu authors. Though not, generally, of much interest, one occurs to

me, which seems worth recording. Like the run of facts connected with

Indian history, it has no better support, however, than the unwritten tradi-

tion of the schools.

Jayadeva, the author of the Gtta-govinda, is said to have been the same

person as Pakshadhara Mis'ra, the dialectician. Report has it that his

custom was to attend his Nyuya teacher no oftener than once a fortnight, and

that he owed to this fact his title of Pakshadhara. Quite possibly this is

mere fiction; and it may have had its origin, partially, in the circumstance

that there was a logician Jayadeva, who is spoken of as having been likewise

a poet. See my Catalogue, &c., Vol. L, p. 51, 1. 5 ; and its Appendix, p. 161,
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Professor Lassen Gita-gomnda, Prolegomena, p. v. 9 for want of an op-

portunity
to examine the ChandraloJca, is in doubt whether the Jayadeva to

whom it is attributed be identifiable with the lyric poet of the same name.

The question, is one of no difficult decision.

The Jayadeva of the Chandrdloka was, hy his own showing, son of Maha-

deva, surnamed Yajnika, and of Sumitra. Jayadeva, the author of the Prasan-

nardghava drama, particularizes the same persons as his parents, and further

states that bis family was denominated Kaundmya. Whether the Chandra*

lolca, a dry technical treatise, was the production of the writer of the G-ita-

govinda, could scarcely be ascertained by comparing the necessarily different

styles of the two compositions. The Prasanna-rdgkava is, however, every

way inferior, in. respect of language and general execution, to the elegant

Lays of Govinda
; and there is no ground on which the position may be con-

troverted, that the rhetorician and the play-wright were the same individual.

Internal evidence even is quite sufficient to determine the point under con-

sideration, independently of the discrepancy offered in the accounts given,

severally, of their extraction, by the rhetorician and dramatist, and by the

author of the Gita-gomnda, Moreover, if, following Lassen, we account as

spurious the stanza with which this collection of poems, according to many

manuscripts, terminates, we are left without any notice whatever, by its au-

thor, of his parentage. And why, if the Chandrdloka and Prasanna-rdghaua

were also his, sliould he have consigned to them a specification which he

has denied to his foremost performance?

The couplet above mentioned, which Professor Lassen presumes to be

forged, is objected to, by him, on the assumption that the Bhojadeva whom

Jayadeva is made, by it, to name as Ins father, must be the sovereign of

Dliara, "Bat Bhojadeva or Bhojaraja is by no means an appellation of

unique incidence More than one chieftain is ceitamly known to have

borne it ; and it has not yet been shown that, among persons so called, the

grammarian, for instance, has any claim to be regarded as a royal patron

rather than as an actual maker of books. In a word, it is not imperative to

take such a termination as deva or raja to be indicative of rank. It may be

part of a name ; as in Yaiadaraja, Govmdaraja, Jayadeva, and Harshadeva.

The name of Jayadeva's mother is written, by Lassen, Eamadevi. My
own manuscripts have Vamadevi Jayadeva's father is called Bhojadeva,

by the Brahman Raychand, m his metrical Hindi translation of the Gita-

yomnda, the Gita-govindddars'a.

It remains to speak of the Rwna-gtta-ffovinda, a poem on the incongruity

of whose title Lassen justly animadverts. Gita-gouinda,, Prolegomena,

p. YI. This wretched affair purports to have, for its author, one Jayadeva,
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of Janakapura. So much the poetaster himself tells us; and I know not

on what authority Professor Wilson Mackenzie Collection, Vol. I., p, 103

concludes him to be one with the poet of Radha and Kiishria. The subject

of the Rama-gtia-govmda is that of the Rdmdyana. Its extent is 360

couplets; divided into six cantos, which bear the designations of Sdnanda-

ragJmnandana, Vijita-paras'urdma, Jagannwdsa-pravdsa, 3anumad-dga
uiana, JLanM-vzjaya, and R,dma~rajdt)Mslieka.

P. 35, notes, 1. 31. S'ankara, it should seem, has wildly been assigned to

the eighth century before the Christian era. See Mr. B H. Hodgson's Il-

lustrations of the Literature and Religion of the Buddhists, p. 18, foot-

note.

P. 35, notes, 1 34. The notion that Gaudapada was pupil of S'uka, the

son of Vyasa, is generally leceived by the Brahmans. See, for this associa-

tion, Colebrooke's reference to the S'ankara-mjaya, : Miscellaneous Essays,
Vol. I, p. 104.

Gangddhaia Saraswati, author of the Dattatrcya-cJiaritra, a metrical

composition in the Martiliatti language, deduces his own discipular descent

through S'uka and Gaudapada, from 8'iva, as follows : S'ankara, Vishnu,

Brahma, Vasishtha, S'akti, Parus'ara, Vyasa, S'uka, Gaudapada A'chSryo,
Govinda A'charya, S'aukara A'ehaiya, Vis'warupa, Bodha Gin, Jnuna Gin,
Smhala Gin, I'sVara Tirtha, Nnsmha Tirtha, Vidya Tirtha, 8'iva Tirtha,

Bhurati Th-tha, Vidyaranya, S'ripada, Vidya Tirtha, afalayunanda, Deva
Tfrtlia, Vunda Saraswati, Yadavendra Saraswati, Enshna Saraswati, Nu-
smha Saraswati, and Gangaclhara Saiaswati. Gangadhara had seven fellow-

students, all bearing the title of Saraswati : Uula, Kribhna, Upeiidra, Ma-

dhava^ Sadananda, Jnanajyoti, and Siddhendra.

The MitdJeshard, a commentary on the Bi ahma-sittra, by Annam Bhatta,
son of Tirumala, contains a list, identical, down to S'ankara A'charya,
with the foregoing; except that Vasishtha is preceded by Brahma and
Biahma.

Gaudapada, it appears credible, belongs to the very precinct of the age of
fable.

P. 36, notes, 1 9. Bhanu Bhatta, in the Dwaita-nirnaya-siddMnta-san-
graha, speaks of the author of a treatise having the name of DwaUa-nnnaya,
as being las paternal giandfathei. But his own work, which cites it, proves
that he does not mean the Dwaita-nirnaya of VScliaspati AJis'ra. Bkami
Bhatta's parents were Nilakantha Bhatta and Gaiiga. The title of Bhatla is

borne by Mimansakas

P 36, notes, 1. 29 The Ratndlwa, compiled under the patronage of
Chandeb'wara, embrace*, at least ^evcn sections, entitled Kritya t Dana, V>-
rakdra, S'uddhi, Ptija, Vivada, and G>'ika(7ui, Of those, Vachaspati



he was assisted, iu pieparmg it, by Atlanta Dilslnta, son of Yis'wandtha

Dikshita. The fathei of BhM Ganes'a Dikslnta was Blmva Vis'wanatha

Dikshita; and, if thelattei he one with VisVanfitha Dikshita, andif Bhava

Ganes'a Dikshita be brother of Auanta Dikshita, we aie enabled to form a

pretty correct estimate as to the time of Tijuana Bhikslm, For Narayana

Bhatta's youngest brother's second son, Baghunatha Bhatta, dates his K&la*

taltwa-mwcham m Samvat 1G/7, or A, D, 1620, Vijn&na may be placed

fifty
or sixty years earlier,

P 48, 1. 1. Cancel the sentence
" To the end," &c.

P, SO, notes, 1, L Substitute as follows : The words vikrita
'
modified'

and twldiifa 'modificational/ as synonymes of sdttwka
*

pure,' must be

taken to denote, by eminence, the highest of the three egotistic transmuta-

tions of nature ; these being held to result from that disturbance in the

equipoise of its ingredients, by vhtue of which it becomes eductive.

Misapprehending the retrospective reference of the term vikrita, in the

twenty-fifth UnU> M Saint Ilihure describes
'

pure' egotism as almost

being at once a modification and not a modification.

Egotism, at the very instant of its emanation, assumes three distinct

shapes, It would, accordingly, preclude doubt, if the paiticular
sort of ego-

tism had m contemplation were always characterized by its special epithet

Of egotism divested of qualifications
the Sankhya teaches us nothing,

There is no such thing m the scheme.

P, 55, notes, 1. 21. A passage m Hippolytus which runs counter to this

statement, escaped my notice, Having premised the names of Valentine,

Heradeon, and Ptolcmaeus, Hippolytus proceeds ia these words :

Kat yap TOWW caw
dfljpj

TW TOHW pw ayeV^ro?

wnpivfafros, yow/xo?, /cat wdvrw rys ywcrccos
atrta

Omnium H&reswnn Befutafcio, ed, Miller, p.
185*
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Fasciculi I. II, and III. NOB. 114, 127 and MO.

* For a list of the Persian and Arabic works m progress, See Wo. 130 of the Biblio-

licca India.



WOEK HJ LI HEB,

Form? Eednced

Price* Price,

The first two Lectures of the Sanhita of the Big Veda,

with the Commentary of Madhava Acharya, and an Eng-
lish translation of the text, Edited by Dr B, Roer,

Nos.lto4
s

. 400 2 80
The Briliad Aranyaka UjianHh^ with the Commentary

of S'ankara Acharya, ,IMU I lie Gloss of Anantla Ghri.

Edited by Dr. B, Roer, los, 5 to 13, 16 and 18, 11 6110
An English Translation of the above tlpanishad and Com-

mentary, Nos, 27, 38 and 135, M 300 1 14

The Chhandogya TTpamshad, with the Commentary of S'an-
x

kara Aeharya, and the Gloss of Ananda Gin, Edited by
Dr. B, Roer, Nos, 14, 15, 17, 20, 23 and 25, 600 3 12

The 7MH\ 4i^4r ?* A SVetasVatara Upamshadswitli
Co- v t <

t
M :\ov~.VJ3,and345

300 1 14

The fs
;
i, Kcna, liatha, Pras'na, Mundaka, and Munduiya

Upamsliads, with CommontdTy, &e, Edited by Dr. E*

Boer,Nos^24,26,28,29,30and31,
, ,,, 600 3 12

The Tnttiriya, Aittareya, SVetasVatara, Kcna, iVa,

Katlia, Praa'na, Mundaka and MamUikya Upamshnda,
Translated from the Original Sanskrit, by Dr, E, Roer,

NOB. 41 aucUO, , ... 200 140
Divibion of the Categories of the Nyayn Philosophy, with

a Commentary and an English Translation, by Dr, B,

Rber,Noa.32'aiul35, 200 1 1<

Tlii
1

Pi! iiM-"n Md i.i !* Mirror of CompONition, l>y Vh\va-

v 1 ,X,ii ,i ,! diii'il by Dr. B, Roor, Noa 3G, 37, 53, 51

and 55,

'

500 320
Tho Chaitanya Chandrodayti Natala of Kavikamapnm. Edit-

ed by Babu Eajcnclralul Mittra, FOB, 47, 43 and 80, 300 1 14

Tho UTTARA NAJBIIADA CEABITA, by Sm HAUSA, with the

Comjnontary of Nirayana Edited by DR. E. KoBJt Fas*

cicuhLIL If! IV>,TI VII. VllLILX, XL ami

301. los, 39, 40, 42, 45, 46, 52, 67, 72, 87, 90, 120, 123

and 12
1^ 1200 7 80

The SATOYI-PTUT rrMv.-TM^Tr;... Edited by Pitz-

Edward Hall, A, M,, and 10 bo translated by J, E

Btillantyuo, Lt. D. jj\mculi L IL and 1II\, being

No*. 91, 97 and 111, ,,. , 000 1 40


